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Message from Dean of School

MSc Programmes

Groundbreaking

DEAN’S MESSAGE

Programmes
Accept

First
Cohorts

The SHTM is constantly leading
the way in hospitality and tourism
education, as two programmes
we feature in this issue attest. The
recently launched MSc in Global
Hospitality Business and MSc in
International Wine Management
are unique offerings in response to
industry demand and key ways in
which the School is harnessing the
Asian wave of world tourism.
Featuring in that wave is a new breed
of industry leaders, and we put the
spotlight on some who will join their
ranks when covering the 21st PolyU
Congregation (SHTM). During the
Congregation we presented the
SHTM Outstanding Alumni Award
2015 to a current industry leader, Dr
James Mabey, Senior Vice President
of Development – Asia Pacific for the
Jumeirah Group. In this issue we also
turn the spotlight on other graduates,
highlighting their achievements and
entrepreneurial spirit.
Turning to our academic standing, we
report the results of the 2014-15 Field
Based Rankings issued by the URAP
Research Laboratory, which effectively
place the SHTM first in the world in
tourism and services research.

SHTM Associate Deans Professor Haiyan Song (first row, third from right)
and Dr Catherine Cheung (first row, third from left) and students in the
MSc in Global Hospitality Business programme

This issue also covers a seminar on
world tourism delivered by SHTM
Honorary
Professor
Francesco
Frangialli, the ninth UNWTO/PATA
Forum on Tourism Trends and Outlook
in Guilin, the International Smart
Tourism Conference in Hangzhou and
the Revenue Strategy Forum held in
Hong Kong.
Aside from our usual coverage of
the latest SHTM research, we detail
the findings of a policy-focused
investigation into the Hong Kong
cruise market. We also cover our recent
executive development programmes
and other aspects of School news.
As these pages attest, the SHTM is
working for the betterment of the
industry in everything it does. That is
why we lead the way. H
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Professor Kaye Chon
Dean and Chair Professor
Walter Kwok Foundation Professor in International Hospitality Management
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Central to the SHTM’s educational
leadership is its ability to develop
programmes that meet evolving
industry needs while enhancing the
career prospects of their students.
The School’s newest postgraduate
programmes – the unique Master of
Science (MSc) in Global Hospitality
Business and the one-of-a-kind MSc
in International Wine Management
– are now doing just that, having
launched into their first semesters
recently with carefully selected
cohorts of high-potential students.

The World at
their Feet

The MSc in Global Hospitality
Business is an ambitious programme
specially designed to help define
the future of the global hospitality
industry, drawing on the resources
of three world class centres of
educational excellence – the SHTM,
the Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne
(EHL) in Switzerland and the Conrad
N. Hilton College of Hotel and
Restaurant Management at the
University of Houston in the United
States. The tripartite programme
welcomed an exceptional cohort
of 28 eager and excited students in
September.
Completing their first semester at
the EHL in Switzerland, the students
were immersed in an international,
business-centred and highly

demanding curriculum that allowed
them to start gaining first-hand
insights into the specificities of the
global hotel and tourism markets.
As Zimbabwean student Ms
Agatha Dzenga commented,
“global hospitality means more
when you have been to the places
or experienced the cultures of the
people you aim to serve, and it is
a challenging programme that will
push us to expand our boundaries”.
Indeed, key to the relevance of the
programme is the curriculum’s use
of advanced academic methods,
the transfer of knowledge about
the local markets that the three
centres support and unparalleled
professional immersion.
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MSc Programmes

The intense 16-month curriculum
is fully endorsed by leading
hospitality companies such as
Accor and Swissôtel Hotels and
Resorts and the Jumeirah Group.
A s t h e s t u d e n t s m o v e f ro m
Switzerland to Hong Kong and
the United States they will attend

21st PolyU Congregation (SHTM)

workshops led by senior industry
professionals, participate in field
trips to hospitality centres such as
Paris, Macau and New York, and
undertake consultancy projects with
leading hospitality corporations.
South Korean student Mr Kyu Baek
Kim noted that these aspects of the

programme would ultimately allow
him to apply the knowledge he
gained “to bring more innovations
to the industry”.

Taught by leading academics and
industry experts, the students will
be groomed into industry leaders,
educators and researchers with
deep understandings of the wine
sector and how to advance it. As
Aubert de Villaine, co-owner of
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, put
it, “this new MSc is necessary for
a region where wine, although it is
more and more in demand, remains
an enigma for many people”.

As the students progress through
the programme they will not
only focus on academic studies
and the Chinese market, but will
also have the opportunity to visit
wine growing regions in France
to learn about best practices
in wine production, trade and
management, with a view to
increasing their international
exposure and developing global
networks. As Mr Li Shiyi, General
Manager of the Wines and
Spirits Division, COFCO, noted, the
programme will very effectively
“prepare professionals to develop
a healthy and sustainable wine
industry”.

The students began their studies
in Hong Kong during January.

Professor Jeannie Cho Lee

Satisfying
Regional
Demand
The MSc in International Wine
Management is the SHTM’s answer
to the pressing need for highly
trained leaders who can leverage
the regional boom in wine sales
and appreciation. Delivered in
Hong Kong – a key player in the
vibrant international wine scene
and closely connected to the
rapidly expanding wine market in
mainland China – the programme is
delivering an advanced, specialised
education with a global perspective
to ambitious wine professionals.
In September, a cohort of 31 such
professionals was warmly welcomed
to the School, bringing with them
Bachelor’s, Master’s and doctoral
qualifications from Australia, France,
Hong Kong, mainland China,
Malaysia, the Netherlands, Taiwan,
the UK and the US.
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A feature of the programme is the
involvement of Professor Jeannie
Cho Lee, Professor of Practice
(Wine) at the SHTM and the first
Asian Master of Wine. Commenting
on the significance of education
and training in the wine sector, Mr
David Pearson, CEO of Opus One
Winery, said that “Jeannie Cho
Lee has played a leading and vital
role in the Asian and global wine
markets for many years” and that
“her involvement with the new
MSc will provide a unique and
invaluable tool for training the wine
professionals of today and for years
to come”.

Indeed, both the MSc in International
Wine Management and the
tripartite MSc in Global Hospitality
Business programmes target
sustainable industry development
through the provision of highly
trained, proactive leaders. As part
of the School’s focus on innovative
responses to industry needs, they
are not only advancing careers
but also making substantial
contributions to the sectors they
support. H

Heading into
the Bigger Picture
Graduation at the SHTM is both
a celebration and a foreshadowing
of greater things to come. That
was certainly true at the 21st PolyU
Congregation (SHTM), held on
26 October at the Jockey Club
Auditorium on the PolyU campus.
With 11 Ph.D., 17 D.HTM, 1 MPhil,
9 Executive Master, 142 MSc, 1
PgD, 460 BSc, 42 BA and 93 HD
students graduating, the event
showcased exceptionally well
prepared young professionals about
to make their marks on the world.
The Congregation is split over
three sessions every year, each
beginning with a procession of
excited students led by a bagpiper.
After Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM
Dean and Walter Kwok Foundation

Professor in International Hospitality
Management, declared the first
session open this year, Guest of
Honour Mr Calvin Mak, founder
and President of the Rhombus
I n t e r n a t i o n a l H o t e l s G ro u p ,
offered acute observations of the
requirements for a successful career.
Mr Mak told the soon-to-be
graduates that “continuing to learn
will lead you to success”. He gave
the example of his time as a fresh
management trainee, when the
smallest details of hotel operations
were impressed heavily upon him
because he started in the garbage
room and only later worked in other
parts of the hotel. The willingness to
learn under any circumstance would,
he said, provide “a better overall

picture of the dynamic environment
of the hospitality world”.
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean,
conferring a degree on a graduate

One future industry leader with
the bigger picture already in mind
was valedictorian Miss Sabrina Hou,
who graduated from the Bachelor
of Science in Hotel Management
p ro g r a m m e w i t h F i r s t C l a s s
Honours. Miss Hou, who was also
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21st PolyU Congregation (SHTM)

named SHTM Student of the Year
2015, advised fellow graduates
that “while we’re committed to
the advancement of the global
hospitality business, we should
also pay attention to broader and
important issues such as the global
environment, ecology, tourism
sustainability, economy, climate
change and so on”.

Leading Alumni in a Global Society

Confidence, he said, was
central to leadership, and
courage allowed leaders to make
necessary decisions. Compassion,
he continued, was also critical
because “you have to understand
the impact of your decisions on
other people”. That extended to
“the ability to listen to others – not
just your superiors, but also your
subordinates and your peer group.

pieces of advice, headlined by
the need to “become an icon” by
thinking “outside the box to find
solutions”. She also lauded the
benefits of setting flexible goals,
continually connecting with people,
remembering that the industry is all
about hospitality, treating everyone
with respect and continually
learning.

Where
the Story

Professor Brian King, SHTM Associate Dean (left),
with SHTM Outstanding Alumni 2015 Dr James Mabey

An alumnus who has most
certainly kept that perspective in
mind is Dr James Mabey, 2013
D.HTM graduate and Senior Vice
President of Development – Asia
Pacific for the Jumeirah Group, who
received the Outstanding PolyU
SHTM Alumni Award 2015 during
the session. Dr Mabey is profiled
elsewhere in this issue of Horizons.

Grasping
Opportunities
In the afternoon sessions,
attention turned to how
opportunities could be grasped.
Speaking in the early afternoon
session, Guest of Honour Mr Brian
Williams, Managing Director of
Swire Hotels, drew on almost
40 years of experience in the
hospitality sector to suggest
that confidence, courage and
compassion would serve the
graduates well in their careers.
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Listening is an incredibly important
factor in life”.
Session valedictorian Miss
Yvonne Wong, who graduated from
the Bachelor of Science in Hotel
Management programme with
First Class Honours, built on Mr
Williams’ advice by suggesting that
fellow graduates should search for
the jobs they knew would suit them
best. She mentioned that the year
she spent as an Elite Management
Trainee at Hotel ICON, the SHTM’s
state-of-the-art teaching and
research hotel, was “a crucial year
in shaping my career path” in that
regard, and it “landed me the job
I’m currently working in”.
The late after noon session
featured a wide-ranging speech
by Guest of Honour Ms Elizabeth
Randall-Winkle, Managing Director
of STR Global, who observed that
eight years after shifting from a
career in banking she was still
“fascinated by this resilient, ever
changing industry”. Ms RandallWinkle offered the graduates five

Session valedictorian Miss Luna
Wang, who graduated with First
Class Honours from the BSc in
Tourism Management programme,
noted that the School had set
the stage for that learning by
encouraging students to become
“very alert to what was happening
in the world around us”. Constant
learning in that sense enabled
students to “understand how we
could contribute to sustainable
development in the industry,
benefiting not only ourselves but
also making positive impacts on the
organisations and the community
we represent”.
Indeed, the 21st Congregation
marked not just the culmination
of an education process and the
start of numerous careers. It also
foreshadowed the many ways in
which our most recent graduates
will help to change the world for
the better. The School is very much
looking forward to learning just how
that will happen. H

The SHTM prides itself in
nurturing the brightest hospitality
and tourism talents, and no
alumni epitomises the success of
such efforts more than Dr James
Mabey. A graduate of the Doctor
of Hotel and Tourism Management
(D.HTM) programme in 2013 and
member of the School’s Industry
Advisory Committee, he fittingly
received the Outstanding SHTM
Alumni Award 2015 at the 21st
PolyU Congregation (SHTM) on 26
October.
Having already been recognised
with the PATA Face of the Future
Award in 2013, Dr Mabey is
nothing short of an industry star.
Currently Senior Vice President,
Development – Asia Pacific for
the Jumeirah Group, he recently
assumed responsibility for all Asia
Pacific operations, including hotels
in operation and preopening.

Began
Speaking at the Congregation,
Dr Mabey noted the Group’s
rapid growth recently, and how
the School had played a role in it
through him. “Eighty per cent of
the deals that I have worked on”,
he said, “I’ve done in conjunction
with or with the help of my
classmates that I met here at the
SHTM and with the mentorship of
these wonderful faculty”.
Even while he was studying for
his D.HTM, Dr Mabey benefited
from a faculty member putting
him in touch with the CEO of a
regional hotel company, where he
became, after 17 interviews, Senior
Director of Development. Just as
importantly, “it was my classmates
who helped me prepare for those
interviews”, he recalled.
As Dr Mabey sees it, the School
has been an integral part of his own
narrative. Reflecting on how he

came to the D.HTM programme,
he explained that “although I’ve
lived here in Asia Pacific mostly
for the last 15 years, my story, you
might say, truly begins 10 years ago
when I had the great opportunity to
meet Dean Kaye Chon”, who had
“an unavoidable habit of inspiring
the young and ambitious”.
Offering his own inspirational
words in turn, Dr Mabey told
graduating students that they had
the chance to “make a difference”
and that they should “choose wisely
what you do with that chance”.
Echoing his own narrative, he urged
them to “remember who you are,
remember where you came from,
and remember where your story
began”.
The SHTM congratulates Dr
Mabey on his award, and thanks
him for such heartfelt appreciation. H
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SHTM Graduates

SHTM Graduates

Graduates
of the
Highest
Calibre
Mr David Lau

A key indicator of any school’s
success is the quality of its
graduates, not only because that
highlights the effectiveness of
its education but also because
it suggests the extent to which
s t u d e n t s a re e n c o u r a g e d t o
follow their own inclinations.
SHTM graduates certainly follow
theirs, looking ahead, seeking
new possibilities and developing
hospitality and tourism at numerous
levels.
Consider Ronald Lam, a 2013
graduate of the BSc(Hons) in
Convention and Event Management
programme. Only two years out of
his studies, he is already shaping

his future with an entrepreneurial
twist. Working full time in a project
management position, Ronald has
also bought into Royal Feast, a
fusion restaurant in Hong Kong’s
Causeway Bay, and Bouncy Kids,
the official licensee of bouncy
castles in Hong Kong. Ronald said
that he went into these part-time
ventures because he “wanted to
learn more about business”.
Despite being understandably
time-constrained, Ronald continues
to think about what he could do
next, and still benefits from running
ideas by his former professors at
the SHTM. He suggests that current
students would also benefit from
“thinking what they want to do
now” and understanding their own
desires and ambitions.

It’s All About
Direction

knowledge because “I was running
a business by common sense but
that is not enough to support
full expansion”. Overseeing the
construction work on what would
become Popway Hotel in Tsim
Sha Tsui during the day, David
immersed himself in his classes at
night, learning in areas of which he
had previously been unaware, such
as revenue management.
Sitting in his Up Top Restaurant
in November, only a month after
the hotel’s grand opening, David
pointed to the striking outline of
Hotel ICON a short distance away.
He explained how he had been
inspired by the School’s teaching
and research hotel, not only
adopting its idea of a free minibar
but also taking the lead from its
design, “which is so different from
other hotels in this area”. Foregoing
the usual luxury trappings, Hotel
ICON gives a sense of being
“natural and having character”,
David said, which he applied to
Popway Hotel when he “tried to
make it simple and comfortable but
with style”.
David has also benefited from
connections he made while
studying at the School, with
classmate Yvonne Lo providing
consultancy on Popway’s food
and beverage outlets. Many of his

other classmates are now in the
hotel sector, especially in mainland
China, which David suggests will be
beneficial when he considers further
expansion.

World of
Opportunities
Indeed, SHTM graduates are
much sought after in both the
mainland and Hong Kong. To name
just a few recent graduates who
are building careers in hospitality
and tourism, Zelotes Lam, a 2011
graduate of the BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management programme, is Guest
Experience Manager at the Temple
House in Chengdu, China. Calvin
Yuen, a 2012 graduate of the
BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management
programme, is Service Manager
– Shang Palace at the Kowloon
Shangri-La in Hong Kong. Kalista Li,
a 2014 graduate of the BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management programme,
is an International Operations
Management Trainee at Swire
Hotels in Hong Kong.
Even further afield, Percy Ngwira,
the first African undergraduate
to study at the SHTM with a full
scholarship, graduated from the

BA(Hons) in Hotel, Catering and
Tourism Management (Hotel
Management) programme in
2007. He is now First Secretary for
Tourism/Liaison Officer for Zambia
to the UNWTO at the Zambian
Embassy in Paris, France.
Having received praise for his
efforts in helping to prepare for
the 20th Session of the UNWTO
General Assembly in 2013,
among his other duties, Percy is
currently studying part time for
a Ph.D. in Europe. In the long
ter m, he intends to “make a
meaningful contribution to tourism
development in my country and
be a useful international citizen.”
Just as importantly, he has never
forgotten the benefits of his
undergraduate education.
“To me the SHTM opened up the
world of opportunities. It is the solid
undergraduate foundation that I
received from the SHTM which has
made me what I am today.”
With its unique education model
and leading place among the
world’s hospitality and tourism
educational institutions, the School
continually inspires its graduates
to lead the industry into an always
exciting future. H

As David Lau, 2013 graduate
of the MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management programme, put
it, success is “all about finding
your direction and passion, about
knowing what you want to do”.
David certainly found his direction,
shifting from an undergraduate
focus on marketing to opening two
guesthouses when the mainland
Chinese tourist market burgeoned
in the late 2000s.
When he decided to broaden
his entrepreneurial horizons and
open a hotel, David turned to the
SHTM. He was looking for industry

Mr Ronald Lam (second
row, fifth from left)
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URAP Field-Based Rankings

Professor Francesco Frangialli’s Seminar

Research with wide, measurable
impact is a cornerstone of higher
education and an effective indicator
of institutional strength. That is
certainly the case for the School
and PolyU. In the 2014-15 Field
Based Rankings issued by the
University Ranking by Academic
Performance (URAP) Research
Laboratory, PolyU placed sixth in
Commerce, Management, Tourism
and Services. That itself would be a

URAP Research Laboratory at the
Middle East Technical University
since 2009, are based on the
quantity and quality of scholarly
publications and international
research collaboration performance
among 2,500 higher education
institutes around the world. They
are particularly significant because
they cover around five times as
many institutions as similar world
rankings, offering a more holistic
view of the academic
landscape.

School
Leads the

In the latest rankings,
the top six higher
education institutions in
Commerce, Management,

World

major achievement, but as the only
university in the top 6 that offers a
hospitality and tourism programme,
through the SHTM, PolyU ranked
No. 1 in Tourism and Services.
The URAP rankings, issued by the

Tourism and Services were (in order)
Harvard University, the University of
Pennsylvania, Erasmus University,
the University of Minnesota,
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and PolyU. Amid even
this illustrious company, the SHTM’s

Asia
All the Way

efforts in Tourism and Services
scholarship are the result of a
unique education, research and
training model.
Indeed, quality research output
has long been one of the SHTM’s
most significant strengths,
garnering international attention. In
its pursuit of excellence, the School
encourages a robust research
culture amongst its academic staff,
who publish widely in leading
journals. Their well-recognised
efforts to produce scholarship of
outstanding quality ensures that the
SHTM leads the world in its field.
Other areas in which PolyU
excelled in the rankings were Built
Environment and Design, for which
it ranked second, Information
and Computing Sciences, for
which it ranked thirty-second, and
Engineering, for which it ranked
sixty-second. In each case, and
most certainly at the SHTM, the
rankings are aiding in the evaluation
of current performance, and will
provide valuable input as we plan
for sustained excellence. H

Frangialli is himself a leading figure
in world tourism. SHTM staff and
students in attendance at
the seminar certainly
benefited from his broad
vision of tourism trends
and their implications.

Professor
Francesco
Frangialli

The Asia Pacific region is set to
build on its leadership role in world
tourism despite recent economic
setbacks, according to SHTM
Honorary Professor Francesco
Frangialli. Delivering a seminar
provocatively entitled “Will China
and Asia Continue to Lead World
Tourism?” at the SHTM premises
on 19 October, Professor Frangialli,
former Secretary-General of the
United Nations World Tourism
Organisation (UNWTO), answered
with an emphatic yes.
Having spent more than ten years
heading the UNWTO, Professor
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Noting that international
arrivals in Asia and
the Pacific increased
by more than 40%
from 2000 to 2014,
Professor Frangialli
went on to explain
that China now ranked
fourth as a tourist
receiving country and
first in terms of expenditure of its
citizens abroad. The important
question was, he noted, whether
the situation changed during
summer, given the stock market
turmoil in mainland China and
Hong Kong, among other places.
His answer was that despite
necessary economic readjustment,
tourism growth in the region would
continue. “Asia Pacific leadership
of the world tourism market is
not really in danger”, Professor
Frangialli suggested, “because
the fundamentals are still safe”.
In China, for instance, a relatively

well off middle class was emerging,
comprised of “300 million people
who have a real capacity to
travel” both domestically and
internationally. These people have
a particular interest in the wider
world facilitated by the Internet, an
increasing willingness to travel for
sport and a desire to visit family and
friends in the Chinese diaspora.
From a broader perspective,
Professor Frangialli cited UNWTO
projections that even with a
slowdown in tourism growth, there
would be 43 million more people
in the world travelling every year in
50 years time than there are now.
“Therefore, predictions remain
optimistic globally, and for the
region”, he said.

The seminar culminated in a
question and answer session
covering such broad but important
topics as the impact of corruption
on tourism and the use of tourism
to eliminate poverty. Professor
Frangialli ably discussed the issues,
and the School is honoured to have
again benefited from his insights. H
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Embracing the Ex perience Economy
the development of tourism and
hospitality”.
Following the ceremony, the
remainder of the first day was given
over to plenary sessions open to
a broad audience and featuring
renowned international speakers.
The keynote session focused on the
overall theme of tourism and the
experience economy.
In his address, Professor Song
outlined the significance of the
PolyU Tourist Satisfaction Index and
Tourism Service Quality Index in
identifying areas in which tourists’
experiences can be enhanced in
Hong Kong. He stressed that with
tourism having developed from
simple sight-seeing into experienceoriented sharing facilitated by new
forms of technology such as the
Internet, the Internet of Things,
cloud computing and so on,
tourism service providers needed to
create memorable moments. The
key, he said, was “going beyond
the functions and competing on the
basis of providing experiences”.

Mr Xu Jing, Executive Secretary and Regional
Director for Asia and the Pacific of the UNWTO,
chaired the keynote session

With consumers increasingly
turning from the search for goods
and services alone to the willingness
to participate in memorable events,
ever greater attention is now being
paid to the burgeoning experience
economy. The World Tourism
Organisation (UNWTO) and the
Pacific Asia Travel Association
(PATA), in collaboration with the
SHTM, gave full recognition of that
realignment recently when they
set “Tourism and the Experience
Economy” as the theme for the
Ninth UNWTO/PATA Forum on
Tourism Trends and Outlook.
Held in Guilin, China on 19-21
October, the forum sought to focus
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attention on the ways in which the
experience economy is reshaping
tourism, and map out a course of
action for the future, encompassing
industry, government and academic
approaches. Policymakers, senior
officials, researchers and industry
representatives from China and
abroad had the opportunity to
share information, analyse the
current situation and understand
how they could use the knowledge
gained to influence tourism
development.
Key dignitaries officiating at the
forum’s opening ceremony were
Mr Zhou Jiabin, Mayor of Guilin;
Mr Zhao Leqin, Secretary of the

Guilin Municipal Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party and
Director of the Standing Committee
of the Guilin Municipal People’s
Congress; Mr Xu Jing, Executive
Secretary and Regional Director for
Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO; Mr
Mario Hardy, CEO of PATA; and
Professor Haiyan Song, SHTM Chair
Professor.
In his welcoming remarks at the
ceremony, Professor Song said that
“as a co-organiser of this forum,
we hope a consensus will be
reached among the participating
government officials, practitioners,
experts and scholars over the trends
of industry, so as to further promote

Chaired by the SHTM’s Professor
Brian King, the first panel session
then considered tourism experience
in destination marketing, and the
second session covered how local
experiences and social enterprises
can create win-win situations for
both the travel business and local
communities.

specialist audiences, providing
practitioners and academics with
a platform on which to exchange
views and perspectives. At the
keynote session, the SHTM’s
Professor King discussed the theory
and practice of enhancing the
tourism experience, with examples
illustrating a range of experiences
from the sensory to the educational.
Shifting attention to heritage
tourism and cultural experiences,
the first panel session, chaired by
Dr Honggen Xiao, SHTM Associate
Professor, included a discussion of
how online news can reveal cultural
trends in the Asia-Pacific region
delivered by Dr Denis Tolkach,
SHTM Assistant Professor. The
second and final panel sessions
tur ned again to infor mation
technology, drawing augmented
reality and virtual experiences into
the forum’s purview.
In his speech at the forum’s
closing ceremony, Mr John Kester,
Director of the UNWTO Tourism
M a r k e t Tr e n d s P r o g r a m m e ,
stressed that the fruitful discussions
over the two days were not merely
hypothetical – participants would
be able to apply what they had
learned in their various fields.

Indeed, echoing Professor Song’s
earlier comments, Ms Chen Lihua,
Guilin Vice Mayor, reflected that
knowledge of the shift from sightseeing to experiences would be
very useful in guiding Guilin’s
tourism development.
Participants then had the
opportunity to experience the city’s
attractions themselves on the third
day, with a technical tour featuring
Club Med Guilin, a Li River cruise,
and the classic evening show,
“Impression Liu Sanjie”.
The overall objective of the
tourism industry should always be
to cater to trends in demand. With
tourists’ attention having shifted
toward memorable experiences,
the Ninth UNWTO/PATA Forum
on Tourism Trends and Outlook
provided a timely overview of the
path ahead. The SHTM is very
pleased to have continued its long
association with the forum, and will
play a leading role in supporting
the industry as it embraces the
experience economy. H
SHTM Staff members (third from left)
Professor Brian King, Professor Haiyan Song,
Dr Denis Tolkach, Dr Vincent Tung,
Dr Honggen Xiao and Mr Tom Bu, and
Forum participants

Defining the
Path Ahead
The forum’s second day featured
technical sessions aimed at
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International Smart Tourism Conference 2015

Professor Haiyan Song (left) introducing the speaker
Mr Xu Jing, Executive Secretary and Regional Director
for Asia and the Pacific of the UNWTO

Exploring

New Frontiers

W ith the inexorable rise of
technology-aided travel, there
has never been a better time
to consider the implications
and challenges of what is
increasingly known as “smart
tourism”. The International
Smart Tourism Conference 2015,
held in Hangzhou, China on
17-18 October, drew together
representatives of the public
sector, research institutes, industry
associations, tourism enterprises
and financial institutions to
consider the “New Normal, New
Travel, New Experience, and New
Paradigm”.
C o - o rg a n i s e d b y Z h e j i a n g
University and the China
Association of National Parks and
Scenic Sites in collaboration with
the SHTM, UNWTO Regional
Programme for Asia and the Pacific,
and Pacific Asia Travel Association
(PATA), the conference attracted
over 700 participants who shared
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their views on smart tourism, the
Internet + paradigm proposed by
Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang
and other industry hot topics.
Delivering the opening keynote
speech on “Global Tourism –
Responding to a Changing World”,
Mr Xu Jing, Executive Secretary
and Director of the UNWTO
Regional Programme for Asia and
the Pacific, reminded delegates
that amid change some things
remain the same: “we hope labour
organisations and international
communities will pay due attention
to the relationship between tourism
and employment”, he said.
Mr John Koldowski, Special
Advisor to the CEO PATA, then
discussed “The Smart City, Smart
State, Smart Nation Relationship”,
commenting that tourism had
been fundamental in shifting the
centre of world economic gravity
to Asia. Professor Haiyan Song,

SHTM Chair Professor, delivered
a keynote speech later on the
first day entitled “Smart Tourism
System: Current Trends and Future
Prospects”, discussing the basic
concepts and core technology of
such a system, and considering its
future prospects.
Other academic and industry
luminaries speaking over the two
days included Professor Dai Bin
of the China Tourism Academy,
Mr Adrian Currie of the Priceline
Group and Ms Renee Welsh of
Booking Boss, among many others.
Panel sessions covered innovation
and the sharing economy, tourism
big data, and the Internet + and
outbound tourism.
An unprecedented summit for
world tourism, the Conference
captured the key thought patterns
of this information age. The SHTM
is proud to have been associated
with such a forward-looking event. H
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Hotel ICON, the SHTM’s teaching
and research hotel, prides itself on a
keen sense of innovation. That was
on display recently when the hotel
teamed up with Duetto, a provider of
cloud-based revenue strategy tools,
to co-host the Revenue Strategy
Forum. Over 100 invited senior hotel
executives and owners gathered
at Hotel ICON on 13 October to
explore the forces reshaping the
hospitality sector.
As the setting for such a significant
event, Hotel ICON was particularly
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Kong to deploy the cloud-based
Duetto Edge suite. Mr Richard Hatter,
Hotel ICON General Manager and
SHTM Adjunct Associate Professor,
commented that the software has
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keen to see revenue management
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Raphael Cohen, co-founder and
CSO, HotelQuickly; Frederick
Demopoulos, founder, Queens
Road Capital; and Sally Osborne,
Director of Strategy and Business
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Rounded out by a networking
re c e p t i o n , t h e f o r u m w a s a
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proud to have been associated with
it through Hotel ICON, the
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model. H

Dr Basak Denizci Guillet (second
from right) participating in the
panel discussion
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High Proportion of Online Hotel
Reviews Suspicious
Around 20% of online hotel
customer reviews may be
unreliable or fake, advise the
SHTM’s Assistant Professor Markus
Schuckert, Professor Rob Law and
a co-researcher. After examining
more than forty thousand
TripAdvisor reviews of all star-rated
hotels in Hong Kong in a recently
published study, they warn that
the high proportion of suspicious
reviews should ring an “alarm bell”
for customers. Although these
reviews are not necessarily fake,
they can be misleading and waste
customers’ decision-making time.
Given that many customers depend
on online hotel reviews to make
their purchasing decisions, the
problem has serious implications
for the hotel sector.

Crucial Online Reviews
E-commerce platforms have
become so popular that online
sales of travel products, particularly
by hotels and airlines, have
become the “biggest part of their
business”, write the researchers.
One reason for this rising popularity
is the availability of online reviews
and feedback posted by customers,
which help potential customers to
make informed decisions. From
the service provider’s perspective,
online reviews provide “fast, instant
and easily accessible customer
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feedback”, and good reviews can
increase their revenue.
Understandably, customers want to
book with the hotel or restaurant
with the highest ratings. The
researchers note that these
people are prepared to spend
a considerable amount of time
reading online reviews before
making decisions because they
“want to find the right place and
be sure about it”. Customers prefer
“large feedback platforms and
consumer-centric sites”, which
are perceived as offering the
most “objective, true or authentic
opinions”.
However, the researchers warn
that although “every e-commerce
platform has a system and
procedure to ensure the authenticity”
of reviews, there is growing concern
that companies, or customers,
manipulate reviews or give false
ratings for various reasons. Owners,
for instance, may post positive
reviews themselves, or get friends or
others to do so, to attract customers
and boost sales. Conversely, they
may post bad reviews to “defame
competitors”.
Although false and misleading
reviews can lead to consumers
making the wrong purchasing
decisions, there is still insufficient
evidence on the extent of such

practices. One reason, the
researchers note, is the lack of
a reliable method for detecting
fake reviews. Detecting them by
differences in writing style, for
instance, “assumes that the writing
styles of manipulators will be
different from those of genuine
customers”. The researchers thus
designed a method of identifying
suspicious reviews and conducted
a study to determine the presence
and proportion of suspicious
reviews and to “explore who tends
to post” them.

Misleading Reviews
Identified
The focus of that study was
TripAdvisor, which allows
reviewers to leave two types of
numerical ratings for hotels – one
overall rating, and six specific
ratings for service, value, sleep
quality, cleanliness, location and
rooms. The ratings can range
from 1 for the worst quality to 5
for the best. The anomaly that
some reviews show a considerable
discrepancy between the overall
rating and the specific ratings
prompted the researchers to
consider whether this might be
an indicator of a suspicious or
unreliable review.
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The researchers provide two
examples in which the overall
hotel rating is 5 but the six specific
qualities are only rated as 1 or 2.
Comparing the ratings with the
written comments, one of the
reviews seems to fit the overall
rating of 5, suggesting that the
specific ratings are misleading,
whereas the other review seems
more consistent with an overall
rating of only 1 or 2, suggesting
that the high overall rating is
misleading. That self-contradiction
prompted the researchers to explore
whether this is a widespread
phenomenon and, if so, what
causes it.
Using specially developed software,
the researchers retrieved both types
of ratings for all Hong Kong starrated hotels listed on TripAdvisor.
There were 185 hotels – 18 fivestar, 80 four-star, 75 three-star, 11
two-star and 1 one-star – with a
total of 41,572 ratings. Next, they
measured the “gap” between the
overall rating and the average of
the six specific ratings as the “index
to measure whether a review or a
rating is suspicious”.

Gap between “Overall”
and “Specific” Ratings
The average overall rating of the
reviews was around 4.2, which
the researchers note indicates that
“travellers are very satisfied with
their experience in Hong Kong
hotels in general”. More than three
quarters of reviewers gave ratings
of 4 or 5, whereas only 8% gave
ratings of 1 or 2.
Comparing the overall ratings with
the average for the six specific
ratings, the researchers found
that almost 20% of reviews had
a discrepancy, or “gap”, of more
than 0.5. This gap, they write, is
an indication of a “suspicious” or
at least “low-quality” online review,
describing the number of reviews
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with this gap as a “large and
considerable proportion”.

Consequently, online customers
should “pay more attention to the
rating gap” on TripAdvisor.

Determining Who
Posts the Ratings

They also suggest that TripAdvisor
provide a warning to reviewers who
“may have made a mistake or may
not be taking the rating seriously”
if they try to post a review with
ratings that differ by more than
0.5. Although other sites aggregate
category scores to produce a final
score, circumventing this problem,
the researchers suggest that their
findings should ultimately remind
all “e-commerce platforms about
the problem of fake or low-quality
reviews”.

Turning to “who tends to post
suspicious ratings”, the researchers
examined the relationship between
the size of the gap and the overall
rating. They found that reviewers
who gave excellent ratings were
less likely to have a gap between
their overall and specific ratings,
whereas those who “dislike giving
excellent ratings” tended to create
big gaps. They offer two possible
explanations for this finding.
First, it is possible that reviewers
who tend not to give excellent
ratings are less careful about the
scores they give and merely “post
them randomly”. Alternatively,
those who tend to give excellent
ratings might “include more
manipulators whose job is to
constantly post positive reviews”
for hotels. In other words, they
could be professional reviewers
paid by hotels to generate positive
reviews who are required to give
both overall and specific ratings of 5.
Finally, the researchers examined
whether different types of hotels
are more likely to be associated
with suspicious reviews. In general,
higher class hotels not only
received better reviews, but also
had less of a gap in their ratings
than lower class hotels. Hence,
“the problem of suspicious online
ratings” may be more serious
among the lower class hotels.

Beware of the Gap
The researchers conclude that
suspicious reviews can be generated
in two ways – through either
deliberate manipulation or
“perfunctory rating behaviour”, with
the two being indistinguishable.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Customers highly value the reviews
provided on e-commerce platforms.
• Reviews are only helpful if they are
genuine, but fake reviews are hard
to spot.
• Discrepancies between “overall”
and “category” rating could indicate
unreliable reviews.
• Around 20% of online hotel reviews
may be suspicious or fake.
Schuckert, Markus, Liu, Xianwei and
Law, Rob. (2015) “Insights into
Suspicious Online Ratings: Direct
Evidence from TripAdvisor”.
Asia Pacific Journal of Tourism
Research , DOI:.1080/10941665.
2015.1029954.

Online Tourist Photos
Present Ideal Selves
Tourists deciding what photographs
to take and share with others
are engaging in impression
management involving the
presentation of an “ideal self”,
according to Dr Iris Lo, an SHTM
PhD graduate who was supervised
by Professor Bob McKercher. In
a recently published study, the
researchers highlight the role of
social media in changing the nature
of travel, as tourists increasingly
post their photos online to be
viewed and commented on
by broad audiences. They find
that through the photo selection
process, tourists become engaged
in a constant comparison and reevaluation of their performance
and find themselves in a “constant
dilemma of who to satisfy”.

Role of Social Media in
Tourist Photography
According to the researchers,
tourism involves a search for the
“extraordinary” as a means of
escaping from mundane everyday
life. Tourists have always used
photography as a means to record
where they have been, but importantly
also to present themselves to others
in a particular way.
While taking photos is intrinsically
linked with tourism, the nature of
tourist photography has changed
since the democratisation of the
Internet has made it possible for
anyone to upload their personal
photos to social media sites. The
researchers note that more than
500 million photos a day are
uploaded onto social media, and
this figure continues to increase.
As the rise of social media blurs
the boundary between tourism

and everyday life, the researchers
suggest that tourist photography
is becoming more about creating
social ties than simply recording
memories. Tourists have “present,
future and imagined audiences”
in mind when taking photos. As
a result, the process of choosing
what photo to take, how to pose
the subject and which images to
upload has much to do with the
presentation of an “ideal self” for
these audiences. Social networking
sites allow people to “create
and manage impressions” and
tourism is an ideal way of creating,
enhancing or experimenting with
self-identities. Posting photos on
such sites can thus be viewed as a
form of “impression management”.

Hong Kong Tourists
Studied
To explore the “role of impression
management in the production
of online tourist photography”,
the researchers conducted an indepth analysis of the travel and
photography practices of 13
tourists. The eight women and five
men were residents of Hong Kong
aged between 18 and 35, and all
of them had travelled outside Hong
Kong in the past two years and
had posted travel photos on social
media sites.
The study began with the collection
of the tourists’ travel photos,
comments from viewers and
background information from
social networking sites such
as Facebook. Then in-depth
interviews were conducted as
tourists were led through their
entire travel related online postings.
They were encouraged to talk
about their travel experiences and

recall their memories while viewing
their photos.

Five-Stage Image
Selection Process
The researchers found that posting
photos on social media sites
involves a five-stage process,
starting with the decision to take a
camera on a trip through to selfreflection after posting photos
online. Using a movie-making
metaphor, they labelled these
stages Pre-production, On-site
production, Post-production – the
cutting room floor, Post-production
– editor’s cut and distribution
and Critique and reception – post
posting dissonance .
During the pre-production stage,
the decision to take a camera on a
trip seems to be motivated by the
desire to take photos as an “aide
memoire” that allows the tourist to
re-experience the trip and prolong
the enjoyment once back home. A
second motivation is the desire to
share the experience with others,
which the researchers refer to as
“relationship maintenance”.
Although the interviewed tourists did
not specifically mention impression
management at this stage, this
“emerged during the interview
process”. One of the tourists, for
instance, mentioned that he did not
take a camera on some trips with
his friends because posting photos
of them in some situations might
be “too risky” and would “damage
their self-image”.
The on-site production stage
involves deciding what photos to
take, how much time and effort
to spend searching for the best
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images or framing shots and so
on. The researchers show that
while this process is infused
with much meaning, tourists are
often unaware of that meaning
until questioned after the fact.
They are more likely to state
initially that they take photos to
capture something extraordinary
as evidence of having been to “a
special place”. Alternately, they
may not take a picture of an
extraordinary experience, either
because stopping to do so would
mean no longer being “in the
moment” or because it was so
exciting that the tourists forgot or
had no time to take a picture.
It became clear that impression
management was quite evident
at this stage, even if not overtly
noticed, as the tourists emphasised
that they wanted to take pictures
that presented a “positive image”,
either of themselves or the places
they visited, and sometimes
avoided taking pictures if they
were wearing the wrong clothes or
thought the photo would give the
wrong impression.

Post-production,
Critique and Reception
Impression management becomes
the most important concern at
the post-production stage, when
photos are selected because they
present an acceptable version of
reality to be viewed not only by
oneself in the future, but also by
an online audience. This process
involves the first step of “culling”
unflattering or blurry images, either
immediately or after reviewing
them back at home.
The next step involved selecting
which pictures to upload. Here the
desire to present an idealised selfimage emerged as tourists were
concerned about how the audience
would react to their images. One
of the tourists “manipulated his
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photographs” using photo software
to “enhance his image as an expert
photographer”. Others posted
different photos on different sites
to suit their respective audiences,
such as by excluding more
personal photos from public sites
and only posting pictures that
presented them as explorers.
The selection process continues
once the photos have been
uploaded and the audience has
had a chance to respond, the
researchers write. The tourists said
they would remove photos that
did not “gain the response desired”
or that were “later interpreted as
reflecting an undesired self image”.
Feedback from others can also
alter future behaviour – one of the
tourists remarked that she would
rethink how to “balance the needs
of the adults and the child” in light
of criticism from her audience,
while others received positive
feedback that motivated them
to improve their photographic
skills. Several seemed to alter
their sharing strategies when they
realised that posting too many
photos actually attracted less
audience attention.
Image selection thus seems to be
what the researchers call a “circular
learning process” through which
travellers’ decisions about where to
visit, what to photograph and what
to share are adjusted in response
to their own evaluations and those
of their audiences.

Relationship between
Traveller and Audience
Transformed
The researchers conclude that the
development of digital photography
and communication technology
has transformed the relationship
between traveller and audience;
even while travelling, tourists
are aware of a potentially wide

audience for their photographs
and want to present themselves
in the best light possible. Although
the obligation to take photos can
become something of a burden,
the process of selecting photos,
comparing one’s performance
with others and interpreting the
audience’s reaction can also shape
one’s “sense of the extraordinary”
and represent an opportunity to
enhance one’s “ideal self”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Social media has changed the nature
of tourist photography.
• Posting photographs on social media
has as much to do with managing
the tourist’s ideal self image as it
does with sharing memories of a
trip.
• Selecting tourist images to share
online involves a five-stage process
that starts before the trip, with
impression management the main
concern at all stages.
• The anticipated reactions of the
online audience shape the selection
of photos to present an ideal image.

Lo, Iris Sheungting and McKercher,
Bob. (2015) “Ideal Image Process:
Online Tourist Photography and
Impression Management”. Annals
of Tourism Research, Vol. 52, pp.
104-116.

Effective Mentoring Programmes
Critical to Hotel Employees
Employees in the hotel sector benefit
from mentoring programmes,
which also benefit hotels by
reducing staff turnover, argue SHTM
Associate Professor Sam Kim and
his co-researchers in a recently
published study. The researchers
show that mentoring helps less
experienced employees to adapt
to the organisation and cope with
work-related stress. High quality
mentoring, note the researchers,
may be an “effective human
resource strategy” for tackling various
job-related issues in the hotel sector.

Mentoring in the
Workplace
Working in the hotel sector can
present a variety of challenges in
addition to those that are “common
to all service industry jobs”, the
researchers explain. A particular
problem is that hotels are often
small and offer few opportunities
for training, advancement and
promotion. To help their employees
with these challenges, many
hotels implement mentoring
programmes that are designed to
address the issues of “role stress,
job dissatisfaction and turnover
intention”.
Mentoring programmes usually
involve a superior or senior employee
helping less experienced employees
to adapt to the organisation’s culture,
improve their performance and
develop their career trajectories.
It does not involve “instructing or
telling”, write the researchers, but
should involve a “dyadic learning
partnership” that helps the mentee
to “take charge of their own
development, release their potential,
and achieve the results that they value”.

The researchers explain that
mentoring can be considered as
having three functions – career
development, psychosocial
support and role modelling –
each of which can influence the
mentee in different ways. The
career development function
helps mentees to improve their
performance and achieve their
career goals, while psychosocial
support can help them to “stabilise
their psychological relation to an
organisation”. Role modelling
helps a mentee to learn about the
mentor’s “thoughts, philosophy,
behaviour, skill, know-how,
manners and working habits”,
which can help to build positive
attitudes and values and “develop
proper organisational behaviour”.

Focus on Super-Deluxe
Hotel Employees in Seoul
Although mentoring has been
shown to be an effective strategy,
the researchers were interested in
finding out how each of the three
functions of mentoring influence
specific job outcomes, including
mentees’ role-related stress,
attitudes toward their jobs and,
ultimately, their turnover intentions.
To achieve their goal, the researchers
surveyed staff in 13 super-deluxe
hotels in Seoul. The 438 employees
in room or food and beverage
divisions who responded had
experienced mentoring either as
mentors or mentees. There were
slightly more male than female
respondents, and their average age
was 31.1 years. The employees
had varying lengths of service in the
sector, with those having worked
in hotels for 1-4 years representing

around a third of the total, and less
than a quarter having worked in
hotels for over 10 years.

Role-Related Stress
Reduced
The researchers were interested
in whether mentoring is helpful
in reducing two types of rolerelated stress – role conflict and
role ambiguity. Role conflict can
occur when there is ambiguity or
conflicting expectations about an
employee’s role performance, such
as when an employee is given
conflicting instructions by two or
more people, which can cause
anxiety and tension. They found
that all three mentoring functions –
career development, psychosocial
support and role modelling –
reduced mentees’ feelings of role
conflict. Mentoring, the researchers
explain, can give employees greater
confidence in solving problems and
improve their overall performance,
which helps them to manage rolerelated conflicts and thus reduce
stress.
Role ambiguity occurs when an
employee is unsure about what is
expected of him or her, and is most
likely to occur when there is a “lack
of information about organisational
goals, policies, guidelines or duties”,
note the researchers. According
to the employees surveyed, the
psychosocial support function of
mentoring was the most helpful
in reducing role ambiguity. The
researchers suggest that working
in a hotel environment requires
“‘team play’ and cooperation”,
and receiving social support and
counselling from a mentee can
“inspire employees to work for
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images or framing shots and so
on. The researchers show that
while this process is infused
with much meaning, tourists are
often unaware of that meaning
until questioned after the fact.
They are more likely to state
initially that they take photos to
capture something extraordinary
as evidence of having been to “a
special place”. Alternately, they
may not take a picture of an
extraordinary experience, either
because stopping to do so would
mean no longer being “in the
moment” or because it was so
exciting that the tourists forgot or
had no time to take a picture.
It became clear that impression
management was quite evident
at this stage, even if not overtly
noticed, as the tourists emphasised
that they wanted to take pictures
that presented a “positive image”,
either of themselves or the places
they visited, and sometimes
avoided taking pictures if they
were wearing the wrong clothes or
thought the photo would give the
wrong impression.

Post-production,
Critique and Reception
Impression management becomes
the most important concern at
the post-production stage, when
photos are selected because they
present an acceptable version of
reality to be viewed not only by
oneself in the future, but also by
an online audience. This process
involves the first step of “culling”
unflattering or blurry images, either
immediately or after reviewing
them back at home.
The next step involved selecting
which pictures to upload. Here the
desire to present an idealised selfimage emerged as tourists were
concerned about how the audience
would react to their images. One
of the tourists “manipulated his
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divisions who responded had
experienced mentoring either as
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slightly more male than female
respondents, and their average age
was 31.1 years. The employees
had varying lengths of service in the
sector, with those having worked
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around a third of the total, and less
than a quarter having worked in
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Reduced
The researchers were interested
in whether mentoring is helpful
in reducing two types of rolerelated stress – role conflict and
role ambiguity. Role conflict can
occur when there is ambiguity or
conflicting expectations about an
employee’s role performance, such
as when an employee is given
conflicting instructions by two or
more people, which can cause
anxiety and tension. They found
that all three mentoring functions –
career development, psychosocial
support and role modelling –
reduced mentees’ feelings of role
conflict. Mentoring, the researchers
explain, can give employees greater
confidence in solving problems and
improve their overall performance,
which helps them to manage rolerelated conflicts and thus reduce
stress.
Role ambiguity occurs when an
employee is unsure about what is
expected of him or her, and is most
likely to occur when there is a “lack
of information about organisational
goals, policies, guidelines or duties”,
note the researchers. According
to the employees surveyed, the
psychosocial support function of
mentoring was the most helpful
in reducing role ambiguity. The
researchers suggest that working
in a hotel environment requires
“‘team play’ and cooperation”,
and receiving social support and
counselling from a mentee can
“inspire employees to work for
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their organisation” and help them
to understand and carry out their
given tasks.
Although the researchers also
expected the career development
and role modelling functions to
reduce role ambiguity, this did
not seem to be the case. They
suggest that role ambiguity is
most effectively reduced when the
mentee provides social support
involving counselling or friendship
“without invoking seniority in rank
or position”.

Positive Job Attitudes
Facilitated
The researchers also found that
all three mentoring functions
increased mentees’ job satisfaction
and organisational commitment. As
they explain, job satisfaction means
that an employee has a “favourable
attitude toward the job” and a
“positive mental state” about his or
her job performance. The support
that mentoring provides can
enhance such positive attitudes,
thus motivating employees to do
well and feel a stronger sense of
commitment to the organisation.
Nevertheless, the researchers note
that even with the positive effects of
mentoring, some of the employees
who experienced particularly high
levels of role-related stress were
also less satisfied with their jobs
and showed less commitment.
They suggest that working in a
hotel where “customers require
high quality service” is likely to
create role stress, and even if
mentoring can reduce this, a
highly stressful environment will
inevitably affect job satisfaction and
commitment to the organisation.
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Turnover Intention
Reduced
The loss of capable employees is
harmful to an organisation and
can “ruin the quality of service”,
note the researchers, so hotels
should try to minimise employees’
dissatisfaction and maintain a
stable workforce. Mentoring may
be one way of doing so. The
researchers found that the career
development and psychosocial
support functions of mentoring
were helpful in directly reducing
turnover intention, whereas the role
modelling function did not appear
to be as important in this respect.
It is quite likely that although
having a good role model at work
is positive in many respects, there
are other, perhaps more important,
considerations when it comes to
deciding whether to leave a job.
Unsurprisingly, those employees
who were more satisfied and
committed to the organisation
were less likely to want to change
their jobs. However, it seems that
even the benefits of mentoring
cannot entirely overcome the
negative effects of high levels
of role conflict. The researchers
note that those who “continued
to experience role conflict in a
stressful service-providing work
environment” were more likely to
indicate that they were thinking of
leaving the organisation than those
who experienced role ambiguity.

Practical Benefits
of Mentoring
Overall, the study provides useful
information about what the
researchers label the “practical
benefits of mentoring” that hotels

can make use of in designing more
effective mentoring programmes.
Although mentoring cannot
overcome all of the potentially
negative effects of a stressful work
environment, it seems that it can
go a long way toward alleviating
such stress, improving employees’
attitudes about the organisation
and reducing the likelihood of them
leaving to find other jobs.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Mentoring has three functions: career
development, psychosocial support
and role modelling.
• The three functions each improve
mentees’ work lives in various
respects.
• Hotels that implement mentoring
programmes may see reduced levels
of staff turnover.
• Even high-quality mentoring cannot
overcome high levels of work-related
stress.
Kim, Samuel Seongsop, Im,
Jaemoon and Hwang, Jinsoo.
(2015) “The Effects of Mentoring
on Role Stress, Job Attitude, and
Turnover Intention in the Hotel
Industry”. International Journal
of Hospitality Management , Vol.
48, pp. 68-82.

Hotel Loyalty Programmes:
What May and May Not Work
Hotels should consider developing
customer loyalty programmes
that balance economic and social
rewards to establish “sustainable
relationships” with their customers,
suggest the SHTM’s Associate
Professor Jin-Soo Lee, Assistant
Professor Nelson Tsang and Assistant
Professor Steve Pan. In a recently
published study, the researchers
explore how customers perceive
different types of rewards and how
those perceptions influence customer
loyalty. Their particular concern lies
in how that loyalty is expressed in
terms of customer behaviour that
supports the company.

Customer Loyalty
through Relationship
Marketing
According to the researchers,
relationship marketing is used by
marketing firms to “develop and
sustain long-term relationships with
valued customers”, and is “prevalent
in the hospitality industry”. The
popularity of relationship marketing,
for both companies and their
customers, has led to a proliferation
of loyalty and reward programmes
designed to reward customers and
make them feel “special, important
and appreciated”.
The rewards offered by companies
might be in the form of economic or
social benefits. Hotels, for instance,
might offer economic rewards in
which, as the researchers put it,
“members accumulate points to
redeem for a free room, free food
and beverage, and discounts”, or
social rewards that offer personalised
services, preferential treatment and
attention.

The researchers explain that economic
rewards help to build customer
loyalty, especially among new
members, by enhancing trust and
commitment. Social rewards, in
contrast, help firms to build
relationships with their customers,
because the customers perceive the
benefits as rare and exclusive and
thus “increase a sense of belonging
and emotional attachment”. In retail
industries, economic rewards are
generally considered to be more
effective in boosting customer loyalty
because members fear losing the
economic benefits.
Nevertheless, the researchers note
that the mechanisms by which
economic and social rewards affect
customer loyalty in the hospitality
and service industry are relatively
underexplored, and suggest that
social benefits may be just as
important as economic benefits.
This position they base on the
concept of “relational worth”.
Relational worth, write the researchers,
can be described as the “nonfinancial, social benefits” that
companies accrue from building
relationships with their customers,
and includes five dimensions –
advocacy, immunity, openness,
acquiescence and honesty – that
indicate, for instance, a customer’s
willingness to share positive
information about the firm and
defend it from criticism, and the
extent to which they will remain
loyal “despite an appealing offer
from competitors or negative
publicity about the firm”. Hence,
relational value is highly regarded
by firms.

Effectiveness of
Loyalty Programmes
Considered
The researchers conducted an online
survey with 334 participants, almost
evenly split between men and
women. To take part, the participants
had to be members of hotel reward
programmes and to have stayed
at the related hotels at least once in
the past year. They subscribed to
various loyalty programmes, such
those of the Hilton and Marriott hotel
groups, and their monthly incomes
ranged from less than US$2,000 to
more than US$8,000.
The participants were presented with
one of two scenarios describing a
hotel reward programme. The “social
reward” scenario offered what the
researchers describe as “preferential
benefits” including “personal
recognition and extra attention” and a
member-exclusive personal lounge,
health club, concierge services
and invitations to special events.
The programme did not include
financial or economic incentives.
In contrast, the “economic reward”
scenario offered financial incentives
such as reward points that could be
redeemed for a free night, spa and
massage services or a room upgrade,
but offered no social rewards.
After reading the scenario, the
participants indicated their
hypothetical loyalty to the
programme, their perceptions of
its social and economic rewards,
the hotel’s “relationship marketing
investment” (how much effort they
thought the hotel put into building a
relationship with them) and the five
dimensions of relational worth.
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their organisation” and help them
to understand and carry out their
given tasks.
Although the researchers also
expected the career development
and role modelling functions to
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“without invoking seniority in rank
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The researchers also found that
all three mentoring functions
increased mentees’ job satisfaction
and organisational commitment. As
they explain, job satisfaction means
that an employee has a “favourable
attitude toward the job” and a
“positive mental state” about his or
her job performance. The support
that mentoring provides can
enhance such positive attitudes,
thus motivating employees to do
well and feel a stronger sense of
commitment to the organisation.
Nevertheless, the researchers note
that even with the positive effects of
mentoring, some of the employees
who experienced particularly high
levels of role-related stress were
also less satisfied with their jobs
and showed less commitment.
They suggest that working in a
hotel where “customers require
high quality service” is likely to
create role stress, and even if
mentoring can reduce this, a
highly stressful environment will
inevitably affect job satisfaction and
commitment to the organisation.
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Continuance and
Affective Commitment
Promoted
Those participants who read the
social rewards scenario perceived
the hotel’s marketing investment
to be more associated with the
provision of social rather than
economic rewards, whereas
the opposite was true for those
who read the economic rewards
scenario. The researchers found
that offering economic incentives
promoted greater “continuance
commitment”, whereby customers
want to maintain their relationship
with the programme so that they
can continue receiving rewards.
Social rewards, in contrast,
promoted “affective commitment”,
whereby customers want to
maintain their relationship with
the company because they are
anxious about losing the “relational
investment”.
An important difference between
the two types of commitment is
that continuance commitment is
directed towards the programme
rather than the company, whereas
affective commitment is directed
towards the company itself. Hence,
when the researchers looked at
whether the two groups differed
in terms of their relational worth
– that is, how likely they were to
behave in ways that would benefit
the hotel – they found that those
in the social rewards group were
more likely to indicate, for instance,
that they would “actively defend
and recommend” the hotel (the
advocacy dimension of relational
worth), that they would be strongly
resistant to “switching to hotels that
offer better deals” (immunity) and
willing to “make suggestions for
improvement” (openness).
The researchers suggest that these
findings demonstrate that providing
social rewards increases customers’
emotional attachment and affective
commitment to a company, and
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hence they are more likely to behave
in ways that are beneficial to it.

Economic and Social
Benefits Should be
Balanced
What the researchers call the
“distinct natures” of social and
economic rewards offer some
insights into how hotels can attract
customers and maintain their
long-term loyalty. They explain
that although economic reward
programmes are attractive to
customers and promote loyalty,
they tend to offer “similar economic
benefits in competing with one
another” and these benefits
are easily replicated by other
companies. Hence, loyalty to a
reward programme “does not
always translate into company
loyalty” and economic benefits
alone are not sufficient to prevent
customers from switching to other
programmes.
Social benefits, in contrast, generate
more loyalty from customers, who
tend to be “intrinsically motivated
to stay with a hotel” because the
personal service they receive helps
them to become emotionally
attached and committed to it, and
thus provide greater relational
worth.
The best compromise, then, is
to offer a loyalty programme that
balances economic and social
benefits. As offering economic
benefits is costly, the researchers
suggest that hotels should consider
only offering sufficient financial
incentives to “merely meet and
not greatly exceed” members’
expectations. However, they should
also offer social rewards with more
customised offerings that instil a
sense of “belonging and emotional
attachment” in customers.
The researchers provide an example
of how the JW Marriot Phuket,

in collaboration with the Phuket
Marine Biology Centre, offers Marriot
Reward members the opportunity
to participate in releasing baby
turtles into the sea. This is such
a “rewarding and memorable
experience”, especially for children,
that members are reluctant to
switch to another hotel offering
“equal or better financial incentives”.

Looking to the Future
Overall, the researchers show
that money is not necessarily
everything when it comes to
keeping customers. However,
they also acknowledge that there
is still much work to be done in
understanding how customers
respond to the loyalty programmes
offered by hotels. For instance, it is
still not clear how “different tiered
memberships” affect customer
loyalty and relational worth, and
whether loyalty programmes also
prompt customers “to forgive
service providers” when they
experience service failures. These,
they suggest, would be fruitful
topics for future research.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Hotel loyalty programmes are
effective in promoting customer
loyalty.
• Financial incentives promote loyalty to
the programme but not the company.
• Social incentives promote loyalty to
the company and can provide greater
relational worth for hotels.
• Loyalty programmes that balance the
two types of incentives are likely to
be most effective.
Lee, Jin-Soo, Tsang, Nelson and
Pan, Steve. (2015) “Examining
the differential effects of social
and economic rewards in
a hotel loyalty program”.
International Journal of Hospitality
Management , Vol. 49, pp. 17-27.

Internet Travel Planning at
Saturation Point in US
Use of the Internet for travel
planning in the US market has
reached saturation point but there
are still opportunities for growth,
according to the SHTM’s Dr Dan
Wang and her co-researchers. In a
recent study the researchers reveal
the changing trends in the use of
the Internet for travel planning, with
a growing “bifurcation” between
traditional users who use it for
“standard planning” and those who
are increasingly using it to search
for products that offer “deeper and
more authentic experiences”. They
also identify a number of ways
that businesses can improve their
services to accommodate travellers’
changing needs and expectations.

Evolution of Tourism
on the Internet
The Internet has brought about
huge changes to our economic
and social lives in the twenty years
since it was first commercialised,
the researchers argue. Along
with many other industries, the
travel and tourism industry was
quick to adopt the Internet as
a “new distribution channel”
and “advertising medium”.
Consumers have benefitted from
the emergence of numerous
online travel agencies, which offer
direct access to travel products
and the ability to compare prices,
interact directly with businesses
and exchange opinions with other
customers online.
The Internet has also continued
to evolve and alter the way we
interact with it, the researchers
suggest. While it was once a
platform for publishing and
searching for information, it is
now a space for user interaction

and participation. Apart from
the vast amounts of information
that are now available, the
growth of social media websites
has “changed the dynamics of
online communications”, and
smartphones allow travellers to
search and exchange information
“on the go”.
Nevertheless, the researchers claim
that we still know surprisingly
little about “how travel planning
has evolved” alongside these
technological developments.
They point out that development
is a dynamic process, whereby
improvements in services are
“driven by the needs and wants” of
travellers themselves. Understanding
how users adapt is important,
because such knowledge is critical
in helping travel and tourism
businesses to “identify and develop
effective communication strategies”.

Travellers’ Internet
Use Studied Over Time
To understand how travellers’ use
of the Internet has evolved, the
researchers collected data through
a multi-year Internet survey. The
respondents were all from the US,
and were representative of the
American population in terms of
age, ethnicity and gender.
Each year, the respondents were
asked a variety of questions about
various aspects of their travel. They
were initially asked how many trips
they had taken during the previous
year and whether those trips were
for business or leisure. They were
then asked whether they had
used the Internet to plan their trips
and, if so, what type of websites
they used, what information they

searched for and whether they had
made payments and reservations
online. Next, they were asked to
evaluate their experiences in terms
of their satisfaction and how useful
they found the Internet for travel
planning.

Adaptation to
the Internet
In each year of the survey, the
travellers indicated that the Internet
was their number one source
for travel planning. Even more
notably, there was little change in
the percentage of travellers using
it for this purpose over that time.
This, the researchers note, suggests
that Internet adoption has reached
saturation amongst the American
population, although the number
of people using it for all rather than
some of their travel planning has
increased by almost 50%. With the
use of traditional sources such as
guidebooks in decline, travellers
appear to be “very technology
dependent in seeking and
preparing for” their trips.
The researchers also found that
travellers have become increasingly
satisfied with their experience
of using the Internet for travel
planning. Travellers not only found
the Internet more useful than ever,
but also reported improvements
in aspects such as “security,
trust and personalised services”.
They attribute these findings to
information providers’ “improved
knowledge of website design,
strengthened security measures,
and increasingly sophisticated
strategies to offer personalised
products and services”.
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Continuance and
Affective Commitment
Promoted
Those participants who read the
social rewards scenario perceived
the hotel’s marketing investment
to be more associated with the
provision of social rather than
economic rewards, whereas
the opposite was true for those
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scenario. The researchers found
that offering economic incentives
promoted greater “continuance
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want to maintain their relationship
with the programme so that they
can continue receiving rewards.
Social rewards, in contrast,
promoted “affective commitment”,
whereby customers want to
maintain their relationship with
the company because they are
anxious about losing the “relational
investment”.
An important difference between
the two types of commitment is
that continuance commitment is
directed towards the programme
rather than the company, whereas
affective commitment is directed
towards the company itself. Hence,
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whether the two groups differed
in terms of their relational worth
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worth), that they would be strongly
resistant to “switching to hotels that
offer better deals” (immunity) and
willing to “make suggestions for
improvement” (openness).
The researchers suggest that these
findings demonstrate that providing
social rewards increases customers’
emotional attachment and affective
commitment to a company, and
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hence they are more likely to behave
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prompt customers “to forgive
service providers” when they
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and increasingly sophisticated
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Experiential Products
and Use of
Traditional Media
Although overall use of the Internet
has reached saturation, there
have been some changes in the
products that users search for and
purchase through the Internet.
Apart from accommodation and
air tickets, which have long been
popular online purchases, the
researchers note that travellers
increasingly buy experiential
products such as “museum tickets,
shopping, and dining”. Another
trend identified is that the use
of traditional media such as TV,
newspapers and magazines,
radio and movies has increased
in recent years, as travellers are
“consciously seeking a variety of
information” to help them form “a
more comprehensive, less biased
judgement of the targeted travel
products”.
With no increase in the number of
people adopting the Internet for
travel planning, the researchers
predict that competition for
hospitality and tourism business
will become “more intense”.
However, there are opportunities
for growth in the sale of secondary
products such as “dining, shopping
and ticketing services”, and
businesses also need to identify
new strategies to meet the growing
demand for “authentic products
and experiences”.

Social Media and
Mobile Technology
The researchers reveal that social
media and photo-sharing sites “are
generating enormous influence
on travel planning” as travellers
increasingly rely on the comments
and materials posted online by
other travellers. Another major
change is the huge increase in
the adoption of smartphones
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and the availability of the Internet
anywhere, at any time. Although
the use of desktop computers fell
considerably amongst the surveyed
travellers, the use of tablets rose
by 200%. The researchers suggest
that availability of GPS on mobile
devices also means that people are
now less likely to use the Internet
for printing out maps and driving
directions before a trip.
Perhaps more importantly, the
researchers found that travellers
are spending less time searching
for “information about a particular
destination” once they have decided
where to visit. Although this is
still one of the “top priorities” for
travellers, it seems that searching
for information before arriving at a
destination is less important now
that such information can be easily
accessed during the trip.
Interestingly, however, searching
for information about “potential”
destinations has actually increased.
The researchers claim that the
ease of accessing the Internet has
altered the traditional “rigid trip
planning process” so that it is has
become “much more open, fluid
and fragmented”.
The changes in travellers’ trip
planning behaviour may present
a “significant challenge” for
destination marketing organisations,
the researchers argue. To meet
this challenge, such organisations
should “re-establish their online
identity by offering more relevant
and competitive services” and
by shifting their focus toward
supporting businesses that “directly
connect to the visitor”.

Travel Industry
Responds Positively
to Change
Overall, the researchers show
that the Internet has evolved to

become more “traveller-oriented”.
They commend the tourism
industry for responding positively
to various technological changes
and “adopting a new paradigm
that embraces innovation led by
travellers’ co-creation activities”.
This, they conclude, means that
the Internet now offers both
travellers and the tourism industry
the means “to realise a future only
imagined a few years ago”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Adoption of the Internet for trip
planning has reached saturation in
the US market.
• Users can be divided into those who
use the Web for “traditional” travel
products and those who search for
more “authentic experiences”.
• Social media and mobile devices
have changed the nature of trip
planning on the Internet.
• The travel industry could offer more
relevant and “experiential” products
and services.
Xiang, Zheng, Wang, Dan, O’Leary,
Joseph T and Fesenmaier,
Daniel R. (2015). “Adapting
to the Internet: Trends in
Travelers’ Use of the Web for
Trip Planning”. Journal of Travel
Research , Vol. 54, No. 4, pp.
511-527.

Tourists Resilient
to Hong Kong Weather
Tourists are quite resilient and
rarely change their plans when
they encounter poor weather while
visiting Hong Kong, according
to the SHTM’s Professor Bob
McKercher and his co-researchers.
In a recently published study,
the researchers tracked visitors’
movements for almost two months
to see whether the weather caused
any changes in their behaviour.
They found that unlike tourists
to non-urban destinations, Hong
Kong visitors tend to continue with
their plans regardless, although
“perceived comfort levels” do affect
satisfaction for a small number of
visitors.

Weather and Tourist
Behaviour
Although it is generally accepted
that weather affects tourists’
behaviour, there is actually
surprisingly little evidence for
this relationship. The researchers
explain that in bad weather,
tourists have few options other
than cancelling or postponing
activities, substituting less weathersensitive ones, shortening their stay
or simply enduring the weather
conditions.
One difficulty in assessing the
relationship between weather and
behaviour, the researchers write,
is that people may perceive the
weather in quite different ways.
Tourists’ perceptions, for example,
may vary “depending on how
similar or dissimilar the weather
is to that encountered at home”,
their “expectations of weather at
the destination” and how easily
they adjust to the “abrupt changes
in temperature and humidity” they

may experience while travelling.
Yet the researchers note that very
little attention has been paid to
how perceptions of weather, rather
than the weather itself, affect
tourist behaviour. Furthermore,
the focus is usually on nonurban destinations, where people
may stay longer and have more
flexibility in substituting or delaying
their plans.
The researchers were thus interested
in finding out how the weather affects
tourists visiting Hong Kong, an urban
destination with a subtropical climate
that can produce extreme weather
conditions such as prolonged high
temperatures and humidity, heavy
rainfall and typhoons, which might
be expected to influence people’s
choice of activities. Hong Kong
also has a “significant air pollution
problem”, they explain, due to local
traffic and power plants and crossborder pollution sources, which
could also affect tourist activities.

Investigation over
Summer
To find out how these conditions
affected tourists’ behaviour and
satisfaction while visiting Hong
Kong, the researchers approached
guests staying at a hotel in Hong
Kong’s centrally located Kowloon
district. They conducted their
investigation over a 57-day period
in summer, asking the tourists
about their visits, their intended
activities, whether they had checked
the weather forecast and whether
it had affected their plans. They
also asked the tourists about their
perceptions of the weather, how
comfortable they found it and how
similar it was to the weather they

experienced at home. Each tourist
was then given a GPS tracker that
allowed the researchers to track
their movements throughout the
rest of the day.
The majority of those who took
part were from non-Asian markets,
with the largest proportions from
Europe and Oceania. Most of the
tourists were travelling with only
one other adult, and less than
a quarter were travelling with
children. Many were visiting Hong
Kong for the first time, and the
average trip length was four nights.

Weather in Hong Kong
During the period under investigation,
Hong Kong experienced rain on
30 days, with the heaviest rainfall
of 112 cm in one 24-hour period.
Thunderstorm warnings were issued
on 22 days, hot weather warnings
on 23 days and typhoon warnings
on two days, once for a severe
typhoon.
The researchers found that more
than half of the tourists considered
the weather in Hong Kong to be
uncomfortable, mainly due to
rain, humidity and a combination
of heat, humidity and pollution.
Around 60% of them said that they
had checked the weather forecast
before leaving the hotel. However,
only about a quarter changed their
plans, usually on days with heavy
rain or hot unsettled weather.

Minimal Effect of
Weather on Behaviour
To find out which places the
tourists visited, the researchers
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divided Hong Kong into 25 areas,
each representing a single thematic
location, major tourist node or
popular shopping district. Using the
GPS data, they were able to track
which areas visited. They were then
able to compare the areas visited
with the actual weather conditions
and the tourists’ perceptions (e.g.,
whether they found it comfortable)
of the weather conditions on those
days.
The researchers comment that
the study participants were “very
active regardless of the weather
conditions encountered”. They
spent an average of seven hours
outside the hotel, during which
time they generally visited or
passed through about eight of
the mapped areas. Overall, the
weather had little effect on the
likelihood of the tourists visiting
particular places.
However, the researchers did find
that the amount of time spent in
some areas varied with particular
types of weather. For instance,
the tourists spent less time at the
Hong Kong Island piers and on
Victoria Harbour in bad weather
such as when it rained or when a
thunderstorm warning was issued,
but spent longer in these places
on bright sunny days. Conversely,
on rainy and stormy days tourists
spent more time in Tsim Sha Tsui
South, and on hot and sunny days
they spent less time at the Citygate
Shopping Centre.
The level of pollution, in contrast to
the weather, had quite noticeable
effects on the amount of time the
tourists spent at particular locations.
For instance, on days with high
pollution, they spent less time at
the Peak area and in Kowloon. On
these days, they were more likely
to spend time indoors, usually at
shopping centres.

XII

Enhancing Hong Kong’s Competitiveness as a Regional Cruise Hub

Weather Affects
Tourist Satisfaction
Although the weather may have
had little effect on what the tourists
chose to do, it did seem to affect
how satisfied they were with
the destination. However, the
researchers note that differences in
satisfaction were more related to
tourists’ perceptions of the weather
rather than the actual weather
they encountered. When asked to
explain how the weather affected
their satisfaction, the tourists
were most likely to mention heat,
followed by air quality, rain and
humidity. They commented that
“sometimes our children wilted
in the heat so we had to detour
into air conditioning” and “I
would prefer less smog to make it
easier to breathe”. Nevertheless,
the researchers suggest that
overall, “most people adopted a
philosophical attitude” toward the
weather.
The researchers caution that it
is also important to recognise
that other factors, apart from
the weather, can affect tourist
behaviour. They found that families
with children, for instance, visited
fewer places but spent more time
in them than visitors without
children. They were most likely to
visit theme parks, and “less likely
to visit the Peak, the Avenue of
Stars and major street markets”.

Tourists Adapt to
Bad Weather

such as Hong Kong. Rather than
change plans, they adapt by
protecting themselves from the sun
and rain, making “frequent forays
into air-conditioned buildings” and
moving more slowly than usual.
Nevertheless, the weather does
affect visitors’ satisfaction, so the
researchers suggest that tourism
industry practitioners should
be aware of this when advising
tourists on where to visit and what
activities to pursue in a destination
to “enhance the opportunity for a
satisfying experience”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Weather may not be an important
factor for visitors to urban destinations.
• Visitors to Hong Kong only slightly
modified their activities in response
to bad weather.
• Perceptions of weather had more
of an effect on satisfaction than the
actual weather.
• Tourists’ enjoyment of Hong Kong is
affected as much by pollution as the
weather.
McKercher, Bob, Shoval, Noam,
Park, Eerang and Jahani, Alon.
(2015) “The [Limited] Impact of
Weather on Tourist Behaviour in
an Urban Destination”. Journal
of Travel Research , Vol. 54, No.
4, pp. 442-455.

Supporting
Cruise
Industry

Development
Hong Kong has long been a
must-see Asian destination for
cruise passengers, but regional
competitors have redoubled their
efforts to attract cruise lines. Aware
of the city’s need to consolidate its
position as a preferred port of call,
an SHTM research team recently
conducted a study on “Enhancing
Hong Kong’s Competitiveness as a
Regional Cruise Hub from a Policy
Perspective”.
Led by Professor Cathy Hsu,
SHTM Chair Professor, and funded
by the Central Policy Unit of the
Hong Kong SAR Government,
the project used interviews,
focus groups and a survey to
systematically analyse supply and
demand factors and formulate
recommendations for Hong Kong’s
development as a regional cruise hub.
Speaking at a seminar held
on 12 November to announce
the study’s findings, Professor
Hsu commented that “the newly
launched HK$8.2 billion Kai Tak
Cruise Terminal represents the

Members of the project team (from left): Professor
Hanqin Qiu, Professor Cathy Hsu and Dr George Liu

Hong Kong government’s firm
commitment to establishing Hong
Kong as a regional cruise hub”. Yet
she also noted that although “the
development of port infrastructure
in Asian cities and the growth of the
Chinese outbound travel market
reinforce Hong Kong’s role, the city
is also facing fierce competition
from neighbouring ports such as
Shenzhen and Guangzhou”.
Professor Hsu unveiled numerous
recommendations related to this
scenario, taking into account
demand, supply and crosscommunity relations. On the
demand side, the team offered
major recommendations such as
marketing to a three-hour radius
re g i o n , i n c re a s i n g m a i n l a n d
residents’ awareness of short- and
long-haul itineraries and increasing
Hong Kong residents’ interest in
cruise holidays.

enhancing transportation to and
from the Kai Tak Cruise Terminal,
encouraging onboard immigration
clearance and initiating crossgovernmental agency collaboration.
The team also suggested numerous
modes of cross community
collaboration, such as regional
collaboration to avoid duplicate
offerings, arranging special visas for
cruise passengers and cooperation
between trade associations, along
with cruise research and education.
With these recommendations in
hand, the Hong Kong government
will be able to formulate
appropriate strategic plans and
draw policy implications. “The
SHTM is proud to be able to
support the development of the
cruise industry in this significant
way”, Professor Hsu remarked. H

Supply side recommendations
included the need to promote
Hong Kong and attract more cruise
ships, the practical necessity of

The researchers conclude that
“tourists are highly adaptable” and
regardless of what the weather
brings, they “want to make the
most of the significant time,
financial and emotional investment”
in visiting a long-haul destination
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Executive Development Programmes

The highly competitive global
hospitality and tourism industry is
changing rapidly, with professionals
and organisations constantly
needing to refresh their skillsets and
update their knowledge. In recent
times, the SHTM has continued
to help industry stakeholders
meet that challenge with highly
successful executive development
programmes, including the
flagship Hong Kong PolyU Winter
®
School and tailored seminars and
workshops throughout the region.

Executive Development Programmes

the second module, led by Dr
Basak Denizci Guillet, SHTM
Associate Professor, and Mr Steve
Hood, Senior Vice President of
Research and Founding Director,
SHARE Center, STR, used case
studies, examples and scenariobased discussion to explain revenue
management tools and methods
that can be employed to benefit
from changes in booking behaviour.
Professor Haiyan Song, SHTM
Associate Dean and Chair Professor,

SHTM Assistant Professor, and Mr
Andy Chang, Director of Digital
Marketing Asia Pacific, Hyatt
Hotels Corporation, used cases
in the fourth module to highlight
how hotels can adapt to the
challenges of maintaining a digital
presence and working with online
travel agencies. Dr Russell Arthur
Smith, Principal of Sitetectonix,
and Mr Richard Hatter, General
Manager of Hotel ICON and
SHTM Adjunct Associate Professor,
then led participants through

Meeting the Market
Insights for
the Elite
Held over two weeks from 7 to 19
December on the SHTM’s premises,
the annual Hong Kong PolyU
Winter School brought together
senior industry executives and
leading practitioners and educators
from around the world for six highly
interactive modules spanning two
days each.
Delivered by Mr Mark Conklin,
General Manager of JW Marriott
Hotel Hong Kong, and Mr James
Lu, Executive Director of the Hong
Kong Hotels Association, the first
module, entitled “Leadership and
Managing People in the Hotel
Industry”, stressed how effective
people management increases
customer loyalty and business,
approaching the topic from various
perspectives.
W ith a focus on “Revenue
Management and Hotel Analytics”,
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and Professor Jeannie Cho Lee,
SHTM Professor of Practice (Wine),
d e l i v e re d t h e t h i rd m o d u l e ,
entitled a “Masterclass in Wine
Marketing”. Participants learned
the specifics of consumer wine
purchasing and consumption, and
gained an overview of Asian wine
consumption in the last 20 years.
Focusing on “Online Reputation
Management and Working with
OTAs”, Dr Markus Schuckert,

the complexities of effective and
rational “Hotel and Resort Project
Development” in the fifth module.
The Winter School wrapped up
with a final module on “Managing
Disputes and Conflicts in the
Workplace”, when Dr Pearl Lin,
SHTM Assistant Professor, and Dr
John C Crotts from the Department
o f H o s p i t a l i t y a n d To u r i s m
Management, College of Charleston,
used role plays and case studies to

Dr Tony Tse (first row, sixth from right), Dr Dan Wang
(first row, seventh from right) with participants from
the hospitality and tourism industry in Abu Dhabi

highlight new dispute resolution
tools, techniques and strategies.

Further afield, SHTM academics
provided a seminar on “Understanding

Attracting 20 participants
from hospitality and tourism
organisations in the province,
the programme covered service
quality management in hospitality
and cultural tourism, among
other areas. 25 November also
saw the launch of an eight-day
training programme, provided in
cooperation with the Hong Kong
Pei Hua Education Foundation, for
40 tourism-related officials from
Western China.

Challenge
Participants who successfully
completed each module received
a Hong Kong PolyU Winter School
Certificate – an indication that
they were ready to meet the many
challenges of the hospitality and
tourism marketplace.

Tailored
Training
Also significant in the SHTM’s
efforts to engage and advance
the industry recently have been
tailored programmes delivered
throughout the region. From 20
July to 14 August, the SHTM
provided a programme for the
China-based HNA Hospitality
Group that attracted 12 specially
selected rising stars. From July to
September, the School cooperated
with the Singapore Hotel and
Tourism Education Centre (SHATEC)
to provide four two-day seminars,
covering innovations and leadership
in the hospitality industry, branding
and distribution strategies, meeting
and event management, and social
media in hospitality.

and Capturing the Chinese Tourism
Market” in Abu Dhabi on 12-13
October. Delivered in cooperation
with the Abu Dhabi Tourism and
Culture Authority, the event attracted
42 industry executives from hotels,
destination marketing organisations,
attraction management organisations
and tourism investment companies.
In Malaysia, the School delivered
a workshop for 45 participants on
“Financial Management” at the
General Managers Conference
organised by Frasers Hospitality in
Kuala Lumpur on 24-25 October.
Retur ning to China, SHTM
delivered a three-day programme
for the Fujian Provincial Tourism
Bureau on 23-25 November.

The School rounded out its recent
offerings by cooperating with
the American Hotel and Lodging
Association to offer a Certified
Hospitality Educator Workshop on
its premises from 5 to 9 January.
Delivered by Dr Fred Mayo, the
workshop attracted SHTM staff,
D.HTM students and participants
from Compass College, Dusit Thani
College in Thailand, the Hospitality
Industry Training and Development
Centre’s T Hotel, the Institute of
Tourism Studies in Macau, the School
of Continuing Education at the Hong
Kong Baptist University and the
Vocational Training Council. H

Dr Fred Mayo teaching at the Certified
Hospitality Educator Workshop
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Mainland China Programmes

Mainland China Programmes

Grasping Opportunities in a
Changing Industry

Professor Kaye
Chon (fourth from
right), Dr Qu Xiao
(fourth from left)
and Zhejiang
D.HTM students

China is rapidly becoming the
centre of the global hospitality and
tourism industry, with domestic
development just as crucial as the
burgeoning outbound market.
To provide world-class support
for that development, the SHTM
cooperates with Zhejiang University
in delivering a renowned Master of
Science (MSc) in Hotel and Tourism
Management programme and the
mainland version of its professional
Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management (D.HTM) programme.
To g e t h e r, t h e p r o g r a m m e s
are enhancing hospitality and
tourism management education

20

in the mainland while advancing
participants’ careers.

Professional
and Practical
Path to
Success

educators and researchers for the
global hotel and tourism industry
while ensuring they are supported
by practical domestic know-how.
As 2006 graduate Mr Xu Peng,
Deputy Director of the Zhejiang
Tourism Bureau, put it, “it is vital
that industry veterans like us should
continue to learn to meet the needs
of current industry development.
Over the two years, I gained much
knowledge from the international
faculty, especially up-to-date
information on world tourism”.

The MSc in Hotel and Tourism
Management develops leaders,

Indeed, one of the key features
of the programme has always been

the quality of the academics who
deliver it. 2011 graduate Mr Zhu
Xiaogang, Director of Development
– InterContinental Hotels Group,
Greater China, commented on the
exceptional “commitment of the
high-calibre academic faculty”,
and 2014 graduate Mr Shen
Feng, Deputy CEO of the Shimao
Group, noted that “the strict
professionalism of the teachers
exceeded my expectations while
both exciting and putting much
pressure on me”.

2 0 0 4 g r a d u a t e M r J e re m y
Xu, Executive Director of China
Travel International Investment
HK, explained the programme’s
ultimate benefit with a metaphor:
“life is like mountaineering. You
can reach the summit to enjoy
the beautiful landscape only
with a clear direction, stout heart
and continuous efforts”. The
programme, he said, has “placed
a path leading to the summit of
career success”.

Graduates have also emphasised
how the programme’s student mix
is invaluable. 2013 graduate Ms Yan
Manping, Deputy General Manager
and Owner’s Representative at
Marco Polo Shenzhen, explained
that “the programme not only
improved our theoretical learning
but also provided opportunities to
learn from each other”.

Asian Context,
Global
Perspective

In such a stimulating environment,
students unleash their innovativeness
and entrepreneurial spirit. Mr
Gan Shenghong, CEO of Narada
Boutique Hotels, has over 30 years
of industry experience. A 2014
graduate, he explained how the
programme allowed seasoned
industry professionals to “return to
university, integrate our experience
with contemporary theories, and be
inspired through communication and
sharing. We learned to innovate and
enrich our lives through learning”.
That sort of personal transformation
has often led to career advancement
in unexpected ways. Mr Huang Xin,
CEO of Wintour Inc, graduated
from the programme in 2002 and
is currently a student in the D.HTM
programme. He recalled how he was
inspired to shift from “the traditional
hospitality industry to a new start-up
in IT as a result of my contact with the
up-to-date knowledge and worldclass teachers”. He went on to note
that “the innovative approaches and
mindset gained from the programme
have been crucial to my continuous
career development”.

having also cofounded Ctrip.com
and Home Inns and Hotels. With
around 40,000 employees under
his leadership, he certainly had
the breadth of vision and depth of
insight to captivate all those who
attended the lecture.
With the Distinguished Lecture
Series and other elements of
both programmes, the School is
continually advancing its efforts to
support the hospitality and tourism
industry in China. More information
on the programmes is available at
http://hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.
hk/eng/academic/postchi.jsp. H

Also delivered at Zhejiang
University, the D.HTM programme
is designed to meet the needs of
senior industry executives, senior
staff in both government and nongovernment tourism organisations,
and academics seeking a
professional doctorate in hotel and
tourism management.
Focusing on innovation, creativity
and developing research skills,
the programme is grounded in
the unique Asian context while
m a i n t a i n i n g a s t ro n g g l o b a l
element. One significant reflection
of that mixture is the D.HTM
Distinguished Lecture Series, in
which leading academics and
outstanding industry executives
from both home and abroad share
their insights into a wide range of
topics.

Mr Qi Ji

The most recent lecture in
the series was delivered on 24
November by Mr Qi Ji, who
inspired students and staff alike
with his observations of “The
Changing Hotel Industry”. Founder
and Chairman of the Huazhu Hotels
Group, Mr Ji is one of China’s
most successful entrepreneurs,
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SHTM News

In Brief . . .
Leading School Supporter Honoured
The SHTM is delighted to announce that the Chairman of its School
Advisory Committee, Mr Ho Kwon Ping, received a Doctor of
Business Administration honoris causa degree at the University’s
21st Congregation on 14 November 2015. Mr Ho is founder and
Executive Chairman of Banyan Tree Holdings, the innovative,
environmentally conscious hotel group based in Singapore that the school has enjoyed an
educational and placement partnership with since 2011. He was also responsible for ensuring
that Hotel ICON, the School’s teaching and research hotel, benefited from the service
excellence of an Angsana Spa, the first such facility installed outside a Banyan Tree property.

Students Scoop Hyatt Prize
Miss Rubina Insam, student in the Master of Science in
Global Hospitality Business programme, and Mr Thomas
Tseng Pao-yuan, student in the Master of Science in
International Tourism and Convention Management
programme, were announced Winner and 1st Runnerup, respectively, of the Hyatt Student Prize 2015 at the
competition’s final staged at the Grand Hyatt Cannes Hôtel
Martinez on 3 December. The Prize is a prestigious award launched by Hyatt Hotels and
Resorts in 2008 to identify the most talented student in the hospitality industry.

Awards Recognise Outstanding Staff
Three outstanding SHTM faculty members were recently rewarded for excellent performance in their
fields. Dr Barry Mak received an SHTM Teaching Excellence Award for his proactive and studentcentred philosophy that incorporates a wide range of active learning methodologies. Dr Sam Kim,
who authored or co-authored 13 refereed papers published in prestigious international journals during
2014-15, received an SHTM Research Excellence Award. Dr Basak Denizci Guillet received an
SHTM Service Excellence Award for her dedication to professional bodies and active participation in
numerous fields, both of which have enhanced the School’s image.
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Dean Joins Prestigious Panel
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean and Walter Kwok
Foundation Professor in International Hospitality Management,
attended the 21st UNWTO General Assembly in Medellín,
Colombia on 12-17 September 2015, where he spoke at a
special session featuring UNWTO Ulysses Prize laureates. The
topic was “Tourism Today and Tomorrow”, with Dean Chon,
8th laureate, joined by Professor Donald Hawkins of George
Washington University, 1st laureate; Professor David Airey of the
University of Surrey, 4th laureate; and Professor Eduardo FayosSolà of the University of Valencia, 11th Laureate.

Wearing Orange with Pride
The SHTM celebrates World Tourism Day annually with
its own Dress Orange Day. On 30 September, SHTM
staff and students wore orange, the School’s colour, to
show support for world tourism and demonstrate their
unity. Ms Gloria Lung and Ms Lisa Yip came with most
items in orange on the day and won the “Most Orange
Staff” and “Most Orange Student” awards, respectively.
“The Most Orange Class” award went to HTM581
Research Methods (MSc in International Wine Management) led by Dr Catherine
Cheung. Miss Krusty Li took out the “Facebook Orange Selfie” award, with Miss
Vanessa Au-Yeung named the winning voter, while Miss Man-yee Lo won the
“Instagram Orange Selfie” award.

Literati Award Bestowed
Dr Andrew Chan received the 2015 Literati Award for an Outstanding
Paper in the Journal of Services Marketing for his paper entitled “Time
Buying and Time Saving: Effects on Service Convenience and the
Shopping Experience at the Mall”. The paper was recognised by the
journal’s editors as the best paper published in 2014.

Excellence Citation
Dr Catherine Cheung recently received a Citation of Excellence
2015 award from the Emerald Publishing Group for her coauthored paper entitled “From Hotel Career Management to
Employees’ Career Satisfaction: The Mediating Effect of Career
Competency”, which was published in the International Journal of
Hospitality Management during 2012.
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Student Activities

Young Hotelier Shines

Mr Sam Hui Shao-huan, Mr Frank Liu, Miss Ivy Wang and
Miss Sharon Yao Siyu, undergraduate students in the BSc(Hons)
in Hotel Management programme, participated in the Young
Hoteliers Summit Asia 2015 in Beijing, China on 23-25 October.
Miss Yao and her team won first prize in the creativity challenge
on the topic “The New Economy Modality - Sharing Economy”.

Hotel ICON Research Presentation
To mark the major research achievements related to the School’s
state-of-the-art teaching and research hotel, Hotel ICON Research
Presentation 2015 was held at the Silverbox Ballroom on 24
November. Academic staff, postgraduate students and industry
practitioners discussed the findings of various projects that had been
completed or were in progress, with a view to heightening awareness
of hospitality research developments and their consequences.
Aside from poster presentations on a wide range of topics, Dr Basak Denizci Guillet discussed her project
on “Emotional Wellness and Colour Psychology in Hospitality”, Dr Markus Schuckert answered the
important question “How to Handle Food Leftover Properly?”, Dr Deniz Kucukusta used the case of
Hotel ICON to explain “Guests Perceptions on Hotel Design” and D.HTM student Mr Watson Baldwin
outlined “Patronage and Usage of the Club Floor and its amenities in Hotel ICON”.

Staff Updates
Mr Derrick Lee joined the SHTM on
9 September 2015 as an Instructor.

Mr Joseph Chung joined the School
on 5 October 2015 as an Administrative
Assistant.

Miss Anita Chan joined the SHTM on
16 November 2015 as an Assistant
Officer responsible for matters related
to research students and projects.
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Miss Yuki Lui joined the School on
23 November 2015 as an Executive
Assistant mainly providing administrative
support on research matters.

Miss Julianna Ching joined the School
on 1 December 2015 as an Assistant
Officer. She provides administrative
support to postgraduate programmes.

Miss Bingna Lin joined the School on
4 January 2016 as an Administrative
Assistant. She provides administrative
support for MOOC projects.

Bringing People

Together
The most important element of
organising a world-class conference
is drawing together different
groups of people, according to Ms
Mary Leung, a final year student
in the SHTM’s Bachelor of Science
(Honours) in Convention and Event
Management programme. Mary
is currently leader of the publicity
team of the all-student organising
committee for the combined
2nd Global Tourism & Hospitality
Conference and 15th Asia Pacific
Forum for Graduate Students
Research in Tourism (APF) to be
held at Hotel ICON on 16-18 May.
She noted that the entire 53-person
committee is on an extended
educational journey.
“I think its all about communicating
with people”, said Mary, and learning
“how to deal with different people,
how to cooperate with them and
coordinate with them”. That is a
fitting outlook, given that the two
events are placed together to ensure
interconnections.

While the Global Tourism &
Hospitality Conference will bring
together thought leaders, tourism
policy makers, industry practitioners,
academics and postgraduate
students to discuss the current issues
in hospitality and tourism, the APF
is designed to facilitate interactions
between the latter two groups.
Critical to this broad mingling
of delegates, Mary explained, is
“creating a networking platform so
the youngsters can learn from the
more professional” delegates.
As the centrepiece of the final
year Special Event Project, the
dual conference is entirely student
o rg a n i s e d a n d m a n a g e d . A
particular challenge this year has
been the size of the class – more
than twice those of recent years.
That has meant cooperation can
be challenging, Mary admitted,
“in terms of communication and
work distribution”, but she also
recognised that “different people
have different styles, so you can

Student Organising Committee
and their teachers

have more inspiration” in a larger
group.
M a r y ’s f o c u s h a s b e e n o n
overcoming the challenge of how
the conference can be promoted
“to our overseas target market”,
which the publicity team has
achieved by creating promotional
videos, focusing heavily on social
media and launching a website at
http://hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.
hk/www/hongkong2016
As Mary and the rest of the
organising committee enter the
final stage of their preparations,
the School congratulates them on
their outstanding efforts to date.
The dual conference most certainly
promises to be a resounding
success. H
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Food and Beverage Activities

Food and Beverage Activities

Building

classes paired food and wine from
an Asian perspective and resulted in
a significant increase in the students’
depth of wine knowledge to
complement their managerial skills.

Connecting
with Industry

Restaurant Manager completed the
course, which the School is looking
to repeat before offering a sake
sommelier course.
On 12 August, the School further
extended its industry cooperation
by joining with Fonterra, sponsor

Coffee was the focus later in
the month when the qualification
rounds of the Hong Kong Coffee
Championships 2015 were held in
Bistro 1979 and the Vinoteca Lab
on 22-23 August. Instigated by
coffee lover Professor Timothy W.
Tong, PolyU President, the event not
only selected finalists to face off at
Restaurant and Bar, the leading fine
dining and bar exhibition in the AsiaPacific region, but also gave 10 SHTM
student volunteers the opportunity to
gain practical barista knowledge.

Excitement
The winners of and participants in
the Fonterra Foodservices Pastry
Challenge 2015 Hong Kong

Ms Ayuchi Momose introducing
the different types of sake

“Influencing young minds” is
how Dr Murray Mackenzie, SHTM
Education Specialist (Integrated
Learning), described the School’s
approach when asked about
food and beverage education.
The focus, he said, is on showing
students “that food and beverage
is an exciting place to be. It’s a
wonderful experience and you can
travel the world with it”. That was
certainly the case last semester,
with the School creating excitement
through activities for everyone from
high school pupils aspiring to study
at the SHTM to existing students
and industry professionals looking
to expand their knowledge in the
rapidly evolving marketplace.
With a sector-wide shortage of
food and beverage employees,
PolyU staged a timely summer
p ro g r a m m e i n m i d - 2 0 1 5 f o r
secondary school pupils about to
enter their final year of studies.
As part of the programme, the
School offered a table etiquette
class and concurrent workshops on
“Healthy Eating for Generation-Y”
and “Creative Mixology”. The
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participants were highly enthusiastic,
with many stating they would have
participated in both workshops had
they been able to.
In September, attention turned to
providing existing students with a
new approach to learning through
themed dinners at the SHTM’s
training restaurant, Bistro 1979.
Over three months until November,
food and beverage students in
the final year capstone subject
Food and Beverage Management,
planned, organised and delivered
21 themed dinner nights focusing
on the customs, cultures and
cuisines of countries such as Korea,
Japan, Italy, Germany, the US,
France, Spain and India.
For each night, the students were
given a theme and background
information on the types of dishes
and ingredients that might be used.
They also received expert support
from seasoned professionals such
as Hotel ICON’s Indian chef Mr
Datta Shankar and a chef from
Yardbird, one of Hong Kong’s
most highly regarded Japanese

Aiming to build on the
event’s outstanding success,
the School is looking
to work with industry
partners to offer students
barista training during the
semester. As always, the
aim will be to offer students
an additional exciting
possibility for their future
careers. H

restaurants. Attracting 50-55 guests
per night, the dinners proved very
successful. Indeed, Dr Mackenzie
mentioned plans to involve both
evening classes each semester
to double the number of themed
dinners in the 2016-17 academic
year.
Postgraduate students also
recently benefited from carefully
planned food and beverage
activities, with newcomers to the
School’s Master of Science (MSc)
programmes attending “Table
Manner” and “Dining Social
Etiquette” sessions over summer.
With the introduction of the Master
of Science in International Wine
Management programme this year,
the inaugural cohort of students
also had the opportunity to attend
wine tasting and appreciation
classes in the School’s Vinoteca Lab
during their first semester.
Co-taught by internationally
renowned Professor Jeannie Cho
Lee, SHTM Professor of Practice
(Wine) and the first Asian Master of
Wine, along with Dr Mackenzie, the

Dr Murray Mackenzie demonstrating healthy
cooking during the PolyU Summer Programme

From a professional perspective,
the School is working to move
its innovative Food and Wine
Academy on from presenting oneoff workshops alone to offering
more multiple-hour, certificatebased courses for industry
professionals. The first such course,
entitled Sake Navigator, was
held on 18 July, with Ms Ayuchi
Momose, a Sake Samurai endorsed
b y t h e J a p a n S a k e B re w e r s
Association, conducting training
accredited by the Sake Service
Institute International. Eight hotel
professionals and the Bistro 1979

of the SHTM’s dairy products, to
present the first annual Fonterra
Foodservices Pastry Challenge.
Endorsed by the Hong Kong Bakery
and Confectionery Association and
the Hong Kong Chefs Association,
the event featured eight teams
of two hotel or restaurant chefs
competing in the School’s Western
Food Lab. Hotel ICON teams took
out the Gold and Silver awards in
due recognition of the “training
and the professionalism they have
in the Hotel ICON pastry section”,
noted Dr Mackenzie.

Professor Timothy W. Tong (third from right) with the
students at the Hong Kong Coffee Championship 2015
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Academic Achievement Awards

SHTM Alumni Association News

Achievements Recognised

At a presentation ceremony held on the School’s premises on 4 November, 118 SHTM students were
recognised for their outstanding academic achievements in Semester 2 and the Summer Term of the 2014/15
academic year. Attending the ceremony were students, some very proud parents and equally proud SHTM staff
members.
The School offers its whole-hearted congratulations to the following young achievers. H
BACHELOR OF ARTS
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL AND
CATERING MANAGEMENT

QIAN Shiyun
BROAD DISCIPLINE OF
HOTEL AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

WAN Hoi Hang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

AU-YEUNG Sing Lee Michelle
BRAUN Kristina Barbara Maria
CHAN Hoi Yin
CHAN Hoi Ying
CHAN Lok Sze Miranda
CHAN Suet Sum
CHAN Tsz Tung
CHAN Wun Ting
CHAN Yuen Ting
CHEN Siyu
CHENG Hei Man Maisie
CHEUNG Hoi Lam
CHEUNG Ka Yue
CHIN Ka Shum
CHING Tiffany Ka Mei
CHOI Siu Ching
CHOI Tsz Sum
CHU Sin Yi
FU King Yin
HO Cheuk Yan
HO Yuet Yu
HOU Shanshan
HUANGFU Yuhao
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HUI Lok Tung
IP Hoi Ling Jenny
JIANG Jiang
JIANG Xinyu
KWAN Hei Wing
KWOK Ka Man
KWOK Tze Kit
KWOK Wing Yu
LAI Yee Mei
LAM Arnold
LAM Ka Man
LAM Li Yee
LAM Long In
LAM Tsz Ching
LAM Tsz Tung
LAW Hiu Tung
LEE Dongchan
LEE Hiu Ching
LEE Wing Yin
LEE Yan Wah
LO Lok Ting
LO Tsz Ying
MA Chang
MA Yuci
MAI Yingyi
NG Weng Kay Catherine
POON Tsz Ching
SHEN Roujun
SHI Xinchen
TAM Long Ying
TAM Nok Sze
TAM Sin Yi
TANG Hiu Yan
THAVORNVONGWONGSE
Kajohn
TO Edmund Fan-yu

TSANG Ka Yan
TSANG Sau Fong
TSUI Ngai Ching
WANG Jini
WONG Ka Wing
WONG Man Ting
WONG Wing Yan
WONG Yat Shan
WONG Yuen Tung
WU Kenton Dennis Mcelhone
WU Linfeng
WU Wing Sing
XU Xu
YEUNG Hoi Yin
YIU Wing Si Jo
YUEN Ka Yan
YUNG Ka Ching Kathryn
YUNG Sin Yi
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Ho Wing
CHEUNG Hei Lam
CHO Yee Wa
CHOY Ming Shan
FUNG Wai Yan
GONG Tianyi
HO Ka Man
HO Wing Yee
KWAN Ho Nam Stephanie
KWOK Sin Ting
LAU Hiu Kwan
LAU Mandy
LAU Mung Yu
LEUNG Chi Yan Erin

LI Hiu Tung
LO Man Yee
NG Sin Ting
PANG Wai Yee
PANG Wing Yan
PONG Chung Sze
TONG Wing Ki
TSANG Ho Wing
WANG Sze Wai
WONG On Yi
YIP Oi Yan
YIU Hei Wan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN CONVENTION
AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

KONG Yan Ting
KUK Sui Cheung
LAM Heung Wing
LEUNG Lok Hei Mary
MAK Cho Yan
POON Shuk Yim
TAM Shing Wai
WONG Ching Man

HIGHER DIPLOMA IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Ambrose Pak Ho
CHAN Chantel Corrie
CHONG Yu Wing
KWOK King Hang
LAU Hoi
TSANG Ka Po Lillian

The SHTM Alumni Association
took a decidedly green turn in
recent times, focusing most of
their major activities on learning
about environmentally sustainable
practices. Beginning with a tour

Housed in an environmentally
sustainable building in Yuen Long,
the facility offers interactive learning
and play opportunities that provide
an innovative urban far ming
experience.

Express SoHo. The exclusive site
visit allowed them to understand
numerous aspects of green design
and energy saving solutions in one
of Hong Kong and the world’s most
environmentally friendly hotels.

Emphasis on
Sustainability
Tour of the
Green Atrium
organic farm
in Yuen Long

of the Green Atrium organic
farm in Yuen Long in July and
continuing with a visit to the
Holiday Inn Express SoHo Hong
Kong in October, members gained
invaluable exposure to cutting edge
sustainable practices in the food
preparation and hospitality sectors.
Rounding out 2015, Association
members returned to Yuen Long
in November to master the art of
utilising food scraps.

Organic
Learning in
Yuen Long
Kicking off the sustainability
theme on 25 July, 27 Association
members and their families took
part in an exclusive half-day tour
of the Green Atrium, one of Hong
Kong’s newest educational sites
promoting sustainable living.
Members learned an upcycling method

Members delighted in visiting the
organic farm, where they learned
the essentials of organic farming
and seed planting. They also visited
the unique roof top garden, which
is the home to butterflies, fish
and flowers. The visit culminated
in a visit to the restaurant, where
members lear ned about low
carbon and healthy cooking before
enjoying a delicious lunch of freshly
picked seasonal produce. Special
thanks goes to Duncan Ko, owner
of Health Aims and an SHTM
alumnus, who kindly provided
100% certified high quality organic
juices for all members.

Sustainable
Hospitality in
Sheung Wan
On 27 October, members again
investigated options for sustainability
when they visited the Holiday Inn

Learning to
Upcycle
November saw members return
to the Atrium in Yuen Long for an
upcycling workshop run by the EcoEducation and Resources Centre.
They and their family members
had a good deal of fun learning
how to use food scraps to produce
sophisticated patterns on napkins
through tie dying.
As always, such light-hearted
personal experiences are what link
members together as they examine
the issues and trends that affect
us all. H
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Academic Achievement Awards

SHTM Alumni Association News

Achievements Recognised

At a presentation ceremony held on the School’s premises on 4 November, 118 SHTM students were
recognised for their outstanding academic achievements in Semester 2 and the Summer Term of the 2014/15
academic year. Attending the ceremony were students, some very proud parents and equally proud SHTM staff
members.
The School offers its whole-hearted congratulations to the following young achievers. H
BACHELOR OF ARTS
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL AND
CATERING MANAGEMENT

QIAN Shiyun
BROAD DISCIPLINE OF
HOTEL AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

WAN Hoi Hang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

AU-YEUNG Sing Lee Michelle
BRAUN Kristina Barbara Maria
CHAN Hoi Yin
CHAN Hoi Ying
CHAN Lok Sze Miranda
CHAN Suet Sum
CHAN Tsz Tung
CHAN Wun Ting
CHAN Yuen Ting
CHEN Siyu
CHENG Hei Man Maisie
CHEUNG Hoi Lam
CHEUNG Ka Yue
CHIN Ka Shum
CHING Tiffany Ka Mei
CHOI Siu Ching
CHOI Tsz Sum
CHU Sin Yi
FU King Yin
HO Cheuk Yan
HO Yuet Yu
HOU Shanshan
HUANGFU Yuhao
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HUI Lok Tung
IP Hoi Ling Jenny
JIANG Jiang
JIANG Xinyu
KWAN Hei Wing
KWOK Ka Man
KWOK Tze Kit
KWOK Wing Yu
LAI Yee Mei
LAM Arnold
LAM Ka Man
LAM Li Yee
LAM Long In
LAM Tsz Ching
LAM Tsz Tung
LAW Hiu Tung
LEE Dongchan
LEE Hiu Ching
LEE Wing Yin
LEE Yan Wah
LO Lok Ting
LO Tsz Ying
MA Chang
MA Yuci
MAI Yingyi
NG Weng Kay Catherine
POON Tsz Ching
SHEN Roujun
SHI Xinchen
TAM Long Ying
TAM Nok Sze
TAM Sin Yi
TANG Hiu Yan
THAVORNVONGWONGSE
Kajohn
TO Edmund Fan-yu

TSANG Ka Yan
TSANG Sau Fong
TSUI Ngai Ching
WANG Jini
WONG Ka Wing
WONG Man Ting
WONG Wing Yan
WONG Yat Shan
WONG Yuen Tung
WU Kenton Dennis Mcelhone
WU Linfeng
WU Wing Sing
XU Xu
YEUNG Hoi Yin
YIU Wing Si Jo
YUEN Ka Yan
YUNG Ka Ching Kathryn
YUNG Sin Yi
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Ho Wing
CHEUNG Hei Lam
CHO Yee Wa
CHOY Ming Shan
FUNG Wai Yan
GONG Tianyi
HO Ka Man
HO Wing Yee
KWAN Ho Nam Stephanie
KWOK Sin Ting
LAU Hiu Kwan
LAU Mandy
LAU Mung Yu
LEUNG Chi Yan Erin

LI Hiu Tung
LO Man Yee
NG Sin Ting
PANG Wai Yee
PANG Wing Yan
PONG Chung Sze
TONG Wing Ki
TSANG Ho Wing
WANG Sze Wai
WONG On Yi
YIP Oi Yan
YIU Hei Wan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN CONVENTION
AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

KONG Yan Ting
KUK Sui Cheung
LAM Heung Wing
LEUNG Lok Hei Mary
MAK Cho Yan
POON Shuk Yim
TAM Shing Wai
WONG Ching Man

HIGHER DIPLOMA IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Ambrose Pak Ho
CHAN Chantel Corrie
CHONG Yu Wing
KWOK King Hang
LAU Hoi
TSANG Ka Po Lillian

The SHTM Alumni Association
took a decidedly green turn in
recent times, focusing most of
their major activities on learning
about environmentally sustainable
practices. Beginning with a tour

Housed in an environmentally
sustainable building in Yuen Long,
the facility offers interactive learning
and play opportunities that provide
an innovative urban far ming
experience.

Express SoHo. The exclusive site
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Emphasis on
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Tour of the
Green Atrium
organic farm
in Yuen Long
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thanks goes to Duncan Ko, owner
of Health Aims and an SHTM
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Alum-notes
Ms Claire Lu MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2011
is an Economist in the Economics
and Planning Division of AECOM.

2000s
Ms Donna Wong BA(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2003
is Regional Sales Manager at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company.
Mr Jason Wong BA(Hons) in Hotel
and Catering Management 2003
is Director and General Manager at
Hong Thai Travel Services Limited.
Mr Wong is currently a member
of the School Industry Advisory
Committee and was recently
elected Chairman of the Travel
Industry Council of Hong Kong.
Ms Daisy Wong BA(Hons) in
Hotel, Catering and Tourism
Management 2007
is Market Manager - Regional UK
at Agoda Company Pte Ltd.
Ms Jessie Choi BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2009
is Manager, Corporate Meetings
and Incentives, at Hotel Okura
Macau.

2010s
Ms Samrina Cheung MSc in Hotel
and Tourism Management 2011
is Director of Human Capital at
Hotel ICON.
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Mr Stephen Lee HD in Hotel
Management 2010, BSc(Hons)
in Hotel Management 2012
is a Public Relations Executive at
Empire Media.
Ms Gloria Chan BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2009, Master of
Philosophy 2013
is a Consultant at Horwath HTL.
Mr David Lau MSc in International
Hospitality Management 2013
is General Manager of Popway
Hotel.
Ms Chloe Zhou MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2013
is Service Manager at the Island
Shangri-La, Hong Kong.
Ms Pureanae Jang BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2013
is Analyst, Valuation and Advisory
Services at Colliers International
Hong Kong.
Mr Randy Lam BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management 2013
is Sales Associate, Key Accounts
at Telstra Enterprise and Services –
International.
Dr Eve Ren Doctor of Hotel and
Tourism Management 2014
is Assistant Professor at the Tourism
College, Institute for Tourism
Studies.
Mr Herman Mau HD in Hotel
Management 2012, BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2014
is Team Leader - Event Services at
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong.

Mr Jeff Ding HD in Hotel
Management 2011, BA in Hotel
and Catering Management 2013,
MSc in International Hospitality
Management 2015
is Manager in Training at the Four
Seasons Hotel Hangzhou at
West Lake.
Ms Sojin Choi MSc in International
Hospitality Management 2015
is a Corporate Leadership Trainee at
the Hyatt Regency Paris Etoile.
Ms Fanny Manner MSc in
International Tourism and
Convention Management 2015
is Lecturer at Escuela Superior
Politécnica del Litoral, in Ecuador.
Miss Michelle An BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2015
is an International Operations
Management Trainee at Swire
Hotels.
Miss Sabrina Hou BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2015
is a Graduate Associate at DBS
Bank (HK) Limited.
Miss Luna Wang BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management 2015
is a Management Trainee at John
Swire and Sons (H.K.) Limited.
Miss Yvonne Wong BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2015
is Events Co-ordinator at the
Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong Kong.
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Professors for a Day Excel!
The SHTM is proud to have hosted the following industry professionals, and one
SHTM student, who recently served as professors for a day.

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Chef Matthew ABERGEL
Mr Florian BEAUBOUCHEZ
Mr Patrick BOSWORTH
Ms Judy CHAN
Mr Kion CHAN
Mr Patrick CHAN
Mr Hing CHAO
Ms Jess CHEUK; Ms Susan LEE
Mr Kaman CHEUNG
Ms Cici CHIU
Mr Kenneth CHUI
Chef André CORREIA

Executive Chef, Yardbird
Assistant Sales Manager – Trade – Wine Division, Ponti Trading Limited
Co-Founder and CEO, Duetto
CEO, Grace Vineyard
Development Officer, Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups
Director of Human Resources, Hong Kong SkyCity Marriott Hotel
Chairman, Orochen Foundation
Director of Human Resources; Learning and Development Manager, The Langham
Hong Kong
Senior Contracts Manager, Purchasing, E-Business Division, Miki Travel (HK) Limited
Manager, F&B Operations, Hong Kong Disneyland & Resort
Director, AsiaWorld-Expo
Chef, City of Dreams, Macau

Mr Jixin DONG
Mr Willem van EMDEN

General Manager, Dalian HeXiang Catering Trade Management Company Limited
General Manager, Swire Restaurants, Swire Hotels

Ms Katy FOK
Dr Lawrence FONG
Mr Beo FUK; Mr Wilson LUK
Mr Forrest GAN
Mr Shenghong GAN
Dr Pengcheng GUO
Mr Richard HATTER
Mr Simon HO
Mr Ken HU
Dr Cherry HUANG
Ms Manlu HUANG
Mr Xiaohe HUANG
Dr Sharif Shams IMON

Mr Leo LIU
Mr Jonathan MATHER
Chef Jordy NAVARRA
Ms Agnes NG
Mr Anthony NG
Professor Qing PENG
Ms Sham RAHMAN
Mr Alexander RAYNER

Director of Human Resources, The Aberdeen Marina Club
Assistant Professor, Hospitality and Gaming Management, University of Macau
Chefs, Hotel ICON
Chief Operation Officer, Manhattan Hotel Group
CEO, Narada Boutique Hotel
Founder and Chief Product Officer, Cloudsscape InfoTech Company Limited
General Manager, Hotel ICON and Adjunct Associate Professor, SHTM
Director, Commercial Operations Asia, Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings
Vice President, Cheng Chung Design (HK) Limited
Director of 3rd Party Online Distribution – APAC, Hilton Worldwide
Furnishings Art Director, L&A Design Group Singapore Private Limited
General Manager, ZTE Hotel Management Company Limited
Assistant Professor and Director, Heritage Studies Centre, Institute for Tourism
Studies, Macao
Senior Vice President Operations, Asia Pacific, Hyatt Hotels Corporation
Senior Manager, Environment, Airport Authority Hong Kong
Director, Hong Kong Beer Company
Director, Hopewell Hospitality Management Limited
Associate Professor, Department of Economics and Event Management, School of
Tourism Management, Sun Yat-sen University
Vice President – Sales and Marketing, Asia Pacific, FRHI Hotels and Resorts
Senior Sales Manager, Vignette Du Vin Limited
Deputy General Manager, Chimelong Group (HK) Limited and Chimelong Group
(Macau) International Tour Company Limited
Founder, Hong Kong Alchemy Coffee Group
Front Office Manager, Hotel ICON
General Manager, Corporate Affairs, Hong Kong Tourism Board
Principal Programme Secretary; Assistant Student Development Officer, University
and College YMCA Department, Chinese YMCA of Hong Kong
President, China, Wyndham Hotel Group
General Manager, Hong Kong and Macau, ASC Fine Wines
Guest Chef, Test Kitchen
Student in the BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management programme, SHTM
Director of Revenue Management, Hotel ICON
Professor, Sun Yat-sen University
Director/Tourism Consul, Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board (Hong Kong Office)
Chief Executive Officer, SmartData.travel

Japanese Cuisine
Wines of the World Tomorrow
Revenue Management
Wines of the World Tomorrow
Special Event Sponsorship
Training and Developing Employees in the Hotel Industry
Culture and Tourism
The Strategic Role of Human Resource Management in the Hospitality
Industry
Significance and Challenges of Travel Wholesaler
F&B Operations – Services and Challenges
Catering Management at Events
Fusion Style: Portuguese-Macanese Cuisine
Wines of the World: Fortified Wines
Strategic Analysis of the Hot Pot Industry in China
General Manager’s Personal Experiences on Motivating and Engaging
the Team
Human Capital
Responsible Gambling
Korean Cuisine
Mid-class Hotels in China: The Case of Vienna Hotels
Human Resource Challenges in the Chinese Hospitality Industry
The O2O of Travelling with Smart Devices
Hotel and Tourism Senior Executive Seminars
Norwegian Cruise Line and My Cruise Experience
Future Hotel
The Relationship between OTA and Hotel Industry
Trend of Hotel Design in China
Job Positioning in the Hospitality Industry
Making of a World Heritage Site

Mr Pablo Aguirre REDONDO
Mr Nicolas ROHRLACH

Marketing and Sales Manager, Bodegas Ochoa
Executive Vice President, Jetstar Hong Kong

Ms Sara KEARNEY
Mr Mike KILBURN
Mr Devin Otto KIMBLE
Mr Byron KO
Dr Kun LAI
Ms Carmen LAM
Mr Apex LAU
Ms Paula LAU
Mr Ambrose Peter LAW
Ms Shanna LEE
Ms Cynthia LEUNG
Ms Abby LI; Miss Manie CHOI

Strategic Management in Hotels
CSR at the Hong Kong International Airport
Introduction to Beer
Design and Management of a Hotel Club Floor
Tourism Development of Zhuhai and China
Digital Marketing
The Wine Sales Business in Hong Kong
Marketing Chimelong Attraction Products
Coffee Tasting
Club Floor Management
Hong Kong’s Tourism Direction, Policy and Future
Leisure and Recreation Programme Design and Provisions in Hong Kong
Hotel Marketing Innovation
The Trends and Prospects of the Wine Industry in Asia
Pop up Cooking with Test Kitchen
Baking and Pastry Competition – How to Get the Gold Medal
Revenue Management at Hotel ICON
Hotel Industry in China: History and Reflections
Destination Marketing Strategy
Using Big Data to Inform Tourism Policy and Marketing: Amadeus Agency
Insight Booking Analysis and PATA mPower
Choosing the right Distribution Point in Hong Kong
The Low Cost Carrier: The Fastest Growing Airline Model
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Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Ms Jennifer SALSBURY
Mr Pongphan SATHATIP

Chief Executive Officer, IMC-Convention Solutions
Lecturer, Department of Hotel and Event Management, Faculty of Management
Sciences, Khon Kaen University
Head Winemaker, Recanati Winery
Head Chef, InterContinental Seoul COEX
Executive Director, Xiyue Investment Fund Service
Lecturer, Mahidol University International College, Mahidol University
Director of Food and Beverage, InterContinental Hotels Group
Regional Director, Asia, Association of Corporate Travel Executives
Director Corporate Affairs, Cathay Pacific Airways
Master Barista – Area Manager/Coffee Roast Manager, Pacific Coffee
President, Marco Polo Hotels
CEO, Hotel-Sight
Hotel Management Department, AVIC Legend Company Limited
Managing Director, BTL Hospitality – Hotels and Preference Asia
Director of Rooms, Island Shangri-La Hong Kong
Director of Engineering, InterContinental Hong Kong
Director of Housekeeping, The Upper House
Learning and Development Manager, Swire Hotels Group
Area Managing Director, Hong Kong and Macau, Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Worldwide, Incorporated
Consultant, GainingEdge
Regional Director of Sales and Marketing, Rhombus International Hotels Group
Incorporated
Director of Business Development; Director of Human Resources and
Administration, China Merchants Group
Member, Commission’s Working Group on Transportation and Head of Aerospace
Finance/Leasing Advisory, Bridge Partners Capital, Hong Kong
Assistant Vice President of CRM and Database Analysis, Galaxy Entertainment Group
Group Director, Human Resources Development, Marco Polo Hotels
Director of Human Resources and Administration, Shenzhen Maillen Hotel
Management Company Limited
Founder, Quhuhu.com and Vice President, Qunar.com
Deputy Secretary General, Guangdong Tourism Association

Convention Centre Operations in Mainland China
The History of Thai Cuisine

Mr Gil SHATSBERG
Chef Ah-hyun SOON
Mr Ping SU
Dr Sarinya SUNGKATAVAT
Mr Rod SZETO
Mr Benson TANG
Mr James TONG
Mr Kay TSE
Mr Eric WALDBURGER
Mr Ray WANG
Ms Ying WANG
Mr Philip WEI
Ms Christine WONG
Mr Harvey WONG
Mr Lawrence WONG
Mr Timothy WONG
Mr Charles WOO
Ms Cassy XIE
Ms Alison YAU
Mr Charles YE; Ms Tracy ZHOU
Mr Dewey YEE
Ms Sunyoung YI
Ms Alice YIP
Mr Jackie ZANG
Mr Ze ZHANG
Dr Zhihong ZHOU
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Upcoming Events

Calendar of Events

The Mystery of Israeli Wine
Taste of Korea with the Culinary Team from the InterContinental Seoul
Tourism Capital Market in China
Gastronomy and Tourism
Quality Service Management in Hotel and Tourism Management Industry
The Logistics of Organising the ACTE Conference and the Current MICE Job Market
Competitive Strategy of Cathay Pacific
Becoming a Barista
Hotel and Tourism Senior Executive Seminars
Big Data and Small Data in Hotel
Feasibility Analysis in China’s Hotel Development
Career Development in the China Hospitality Industry
Housekeeping Management
Environmental and Sustainable Management
Inventory and Control in Housekeeping
How to Motivate Employees in Swire Hotels
Hotel and Tourism Senior Executive Seminars
Destination Next: The Future of Convention Destination Marketing
Professional Development and Career Planning in the Global Hospitality
Industry
Trend of Hotel Planning and Development in China
Airline Financing
Casino Management in Macau
Organisational Culture
Human Resource Issues in China’s Hospitality Industry
Quhuhu and Alternative Accommodation in China
Tourism Planning in China: Theory and Practice
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Speaker
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Topic
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